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forword
“I remember the moment I first 
realised I’d been living my whole 
life in black and white. It was like 
discovering a colour I never knew 
existed before. A whole new 
crayon box full of colours, that 
was it for me. From then on, there 
was no putting the pieces back 

together. No going home. Things were different now. 
Asia had ruined me for my old life.” – Anthony Bourdain  

Anyone who has been to Asia can appreciate this 
quote from the late chef, author and avid traveller. 

Whether your first experience in Asia was an 
incredible adventure or an overwhelming culture 
shock, one can’t deny that experiencing the vibrancy 
and humanity in this region irrevocably alters the way 
they then view the rest of the world. 

For centuries, Asia has called foreign explorers 
to her shores, however, while the world is smaller 
than ever before, there’s still much to discover – 
from traditional Iban villages in rural Malaysia to the 
pristine tropical islands in Myanmar’s remote Mergui 
Archipelago. Even in more popular travel destinations, 
such as Bangkok, new carefully crafted experiences 
exclusive only to Diethelm Travel make it possible to 
experience holiday hotspots in new and novel ways. 

With more than six decades of welcoming travellers 
to Asia, our dedicated teams across 13 countries 
boast not only intimate knowledge of their regions but 
shared passion for sharing its secrets in a responsible 
and sustainable way. 

Throughout this issue of Diethelm Discovery, we’re 
going beyond expected experiences to introduce an 
array of original and exclusive products that satisfy 
even the most well-travelled visitors while also 
supporting our local communities, environments and 
cultures.   

We hope you enjoy the journey, 

Stephan Roemer
CEO of Diethelm Travel Group

facebook.com/diethelmtravel

twitter.com/diethelmtravelG

linkedin.com/company/diethelm-travel-group

google.com/+diethelmtravelG

instagram.com/diethelm.travel

get social

2 - 4 Apr 19 Sao Paulo 1 - 4 Oct 19 Paris
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While at first travelling may seem all 
about the destination, at Diethelm 
Travel we believe it’s really about the 
people. A foreign land may excite 

one’s imagination and sense of discovery, but it’s the 
personal connections and meetings along the way 
that make a place stand out in one’s mind. 
 Our dream is to responsibly and sustainably share 
the wonders of Southeast Asia with the rest of the 
world – a goal that would not be possible without all 
of the incredible people involved. From our product 
development teams to partner agents, on-the-ground 
guides to guests from around the world, we’re really in 
the people business rather than the travel business.  
 Whether it is our own teams, our business 
partners or the local communities we are able to 
connect with global travellers, people are the key to 
our success and have made the company what it is 
today.

our team
Our passionate team of more than 500 local travel 
experts drives all that we do. Our staff are based in 13 
countries across the region and provide customers 
with ‘Journeys of a Lifetime’ while giving back to the 
communities we operate in. We know the important 
part our people play when it comes to meeting 
these goals. Through learning and development, 
appraisal and employee recognition schemes, we are 
committed to ensuring that our employees meet their 
full potential. We also take into account our team’s 
opinions through annual engagement surveys and 
regular staff forums. 
 From developing clear career development 
goals for each employee to nurturing welcoming and 
rewarding office environments – including fitness 
incentive programmes and the chance for all staff 

our partners
For our business partners – our clients, agents and 
tour operators – we strive to build close, long-term 
relationships where we can fully understand their 
needs and develop our exclusive products and 
services to go above and beyond their expectations. 
Specialising in B-to-B operations, we understand the 
importance of not only creating incredible product, 
but also having the flawless service to match. 
 Along with sales teams dedicated to partner 
success, our webinar series and monthly newsletter 
featuring regional travel news and product updates 
are more examples of how we’re continually striving 
to support our agents with rich tools, content and 
resources from Diethelm Travel’s expert on-the-
ground teams and experience. 

our communities
For the communities we live and work in, our focus 
is also all about the people. Whether in a remote 
region or city centre, we strive to connect our local 
communities with the world through visiting travellers 
while being conscious to not weaken or damage local 
cultures, traditions or environments. Diethelm Travel 
experiences, such as those found in our signature 
Go Local product line, go beyond simply encouraging 
cultural exchange to also a positive impact on the 
local communities. 
 Additionally, Diethelm Travel teams in different 
countries support a variety of individual CSR and 
community projects, such as volunteering with 
national park rangers or supplying students with 
much-needed school supplies, to help aide both the 
environment and society. 

win-win relationships
Supporting people is nothing new for Diethelm 
Travel. Our exclusive Ngemah Longhouse Package, 
for instance, in Sarawak (see more on page 11) has 
roots going back decades. 
 In 1992, a fire destroyed the entire Ngemah 
longhouse leaving 14 Iban families, around 70 
people, left with nothing. Diethelm Travel began 
organising one-day trips to the longhouses to 
support the community with extra income as they 
started to rebuild.
 In 1998, Manfred Kurz (now MD of Diethelm 
Travel Malaysia) initiated the ‘adoption’ of the 
new Ngemah Ulu longhouse with the aim to help 
revive and preserve the tribe’s culture, customs 
and rituals while preventing irresponsible tour 
operators from jeopardising the daily life of the 
people in Ngemah. Once notorious headhunters, 
the Iban have shed their ruthless ways but still 
live in remote jungle villages removed from the 
outside world, resulting in limited employment 
and income possibilities. 
 By cultivating a long-term, mutually beneficial 
relationship with this particular community and 
proactively looking for ways to support their 
traditional lifestyle, the Iban in Ngemah have been 
able to stay in their original home. Furthermore, 
the relationship goes beyond bringing travellers 
to this fascinating region. Diethelm Travel also 
connected Ngemah Ulu to the Mont’Kiara 
International School in Kuala Lumpur, which now 
has students visit the longhouse annually to learn 
about the Iban’s life in the jungles of Sarawak, 
and help the community repair the longhouse 
and build new facilities, such as buffer walls at the 
riverbank to prevent soil erosion.

for the people
FOR DIETHELM TRAVEL IT’S MORE ABOUT THE PEOPLE THAN THE PLACE

“A journey is best measured in 
friends, rather than miles.” 

– Tim Cahill

OUR PEOPLE

to travel abroad – we take pride in not only our 
team’s incredible talent but the company’s ability to 
continually offer support and opportunity.
 As Asia’s leading inbound tour operator, 
Diethelm Travel also continues to meet the highest 
international standards when it comes to corporate 
governance and compliance, matching our parent 
company, the Swiss Diethelm Keller Holding. Along 
with clean business practices, safety is also of utmost 
importance for all Diethelm Travel Group staff, 
partners and guests.
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Diethelm Travel team’s top picks in Indochina
WHAT TO DO IN HANOI, HALONG BAY, LUANG PRABANG & SIEM REAP

I bet you’ve never seen this design 
before! Once it’s dried, it’ll become incense 

they hang in a typical Vietnamese 
temple. 

Early almsgiving 
Got my hands on Vietnamese 

calligraphy! It’s not as easy
 as it looks!

Local market in Luang Prabang. 
Very lovely market and you can 
tell that these villagers only sell 
what they finds or grow in their 

backyard!

Hue and Tuyet really showed us that riding a motorbike in Hanoi is safe and convenient!

We were blessed by the head abbot of 
Wat Sene Souk Haram.

Locals leaning freshly caught fish from the swamp.At the back of the Vespa and ready for a food adventure tour. 

Found this ancient
 tomb on the way to 

our hidden viewpoint. 

If you walk up to take a c
loser look 

on the other side 
there is a very de

ep 

hole underneath th
at rock!  

This is Bella. She loves taking guests 
around for rice field exploration and 
planting :) @ The Living Land Farm

Don’t forget to make a unique wooden 

stamp of your own as a souvenir while 
in Hanoi!

When Diethelm Travel’s dynamic 
marketing duo, Bangkok-based Siprang 
Srinarintranon and Wipanee Leewairoj, 
headed out on an Indochina adventure 

this September, Diethelm Travel teams in three 
different countries – Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia – 
created a bespoke itinerary for the two to see, taste 
and experience the best of Hanoi, Halong Bay, Luang 
Prabang and Siem Reap.
 The experience left a lasting impression, 
particularly for Wipanee who said, “Throughout 
the incredible Indochina journey, I became much 
more aware of that even though these countries 
are neighbours with Thailand and we share a lot of 
cultural similarities, beliefs and backgrounds, if you 
look more closely, each country offers something 
completely unique. Thanks to our guides, we 
constantly made new discoveries and connections 
regardless of whether we were at a popular site or 
enjoying a more exclusive, local experience.” 
 Read on (and take a peek at their holiday pictures) 
to find out what Siprang and Wipanee’s favourite 
cultural and adventurous experiences were during 
their Journey of a Lifetime.

Top Picks in Hanoi & Halong Bay
• Discover Hanoi’s street cuisine – Head to Hang 

Than Street with an experienced guide who will 
recommend the best dishes to try through the city’s 
streets.  

• Stroll through the Temple of Literature and around 
West Lake – Two of Hanoi’s most picturesque 
places! 

• Savour a home-cooked meal – Visit a local home to 
learn more about life in Hanoi and enjoy delicious a 
family-style dinner. 

• In the early morning, join the locals practising Tai 
Chi and aerobics around Hoan Kiem Lake.

• Cruise the UNESCO-listed Halong Bay – Board 
a Bhaya Classic Cruise to glide through the bay 
in style while also participating in a variety of 
activities, from kayaking and visiting Cua Van 
floating village, to spa treatments and fishing. 

Recommended: Live Like a Local: Hanoi Family Dinner 
(Tour code: HANDHVHF) and 2 or 3-Day Mystical 
Halong Bay on Bhaya Classic Cruise (Tour code: 
HANDHBC2 or HANDHBC3)

Top Picks in Luang Prabang
• Learn more about Luang Prabang at the National 

Museum – This former King’s Palace in the centre of 
town offers a look into the region’s past. 

• Visit Vat Xieng Thong – Considered Luang Prabang’s 
most beautiful temple, the sim of the vat represents 
the classic Luang Prabang temple architecture with 
roofs that sweep low to the ground. 

• Climb Mount Phousi – It’s worth the effort to 
experience an outstanding view over the city during 
the sunset!

• Stroll through the night market – Grab a bite to eat 
and shop for fun souvenirs in the lively market.

• Rise early for almsgiving – Join the local people 
offering food to the city’s hundreds of saffron-
robed monks.

• Marvel at Kuang Si Waterfalls – These impressive 
waterfalls tumble over multi-tiered limestone 
formations into cool, clear pools ideal for swimming 
and relaxing. 

• Visit Pha Tad Ke Botanical Garden – The first 
botanical gardens in Laos.

• Catch the sunset on a cruise – Embark on an 
iMekong luxury boat to cruise the Mekong River 
making various stops before enjoying a magical 
sunset from the water. 

• Stop at Living Land Farm – This organic farm and 

social enterprise supplies leading restaurants and 
hotels in Luang Prabang with fresh produce. 

• Pick up handmade souvenirs at Ock Pop Tok – This 
social enterprise supports traditional weaving 
techniques and local artisans.  

Recommended: 5-Day Mekong Voyage to Luang 
Prabang (Tour code: MTL5)

Top Picks in Siem Reap
• Get a taste of Cambodia on a Vespa Foodie Tour – 

Ride through town on the back of a Vespa to taste-
test your way through popular Cambodian dishes 
and snacks. 

• Explore the Tonle Sap and traditional floating 
villages – Board a wooden boat to sail through 
Kompong Khleang, the great lake of Tonle Sap, 
Kompong Phluk Flooded Forest and more.  

• Visit the APOPO HeroRAT Visitor Centre – See 
how HeroRATs are trained to detect landmines in 
Cambodia. 

• Discover the centre of Siem Reap – Walk along the 
river then peruse the Old Market and famous Pub 
Street.

• Tour the countryside in a motorcycle sidecar – Ride 
in a picture-worthy sidecar to discover the outskirts 
of the city including several remote temple ruins. 

Recommended:
• Taste Khmer Fine Dining (Tour code: REPTSTKF)
• Taste Of Cambodia (Tour code: REPTSTAS)
• Taste Art & Cocktails (Tour code: REPTSTAC)
• Siem Reap Art Tour (Tour code: REPDSART)
• Countryside and Villages (Tour code: REPBIHD2)
• Prek Toal Bird Sanctuary and Floating Village (Tour 

code: REPOSM)
• Angkor Wat Forest (Tour code: REPBIHD3)
• Temples and Countryside (Tour code: REPBIFD2)

TRIED & TESTED

Indochina
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What is the traditional art form or craft that you do?

Phra phim, sacred imprints or votive tablets, are renowned as a kind of Buddhist amulet and a sacred cultural heritage. In 
ancient times, people created these small terracotta images to be reminded of the Buddha, his teachings and his virtues. 

How does your work differ from the work of others?

I emphasise on the hidden meaning of Buddhism and do not focus on beliefs or superstition that may cause ignorance or 
misunderstanding.

How old were you when you first learned this traditional art and who taught you these skills?

I started learning the practice of making votive tablets at the age of 11. My father and uncle, who both were carvers, 
taught me about this Siamese Buddhist art. It encompasses a period of more than a millennium, from the pre-Thai 
culture of Dvaravati and Srivijaya to the first Thai capital of Sukhothai in the 13th century. My teacher, a local villager, then 
taught me the art and technique of making votive tablets.

What is your favourite pattern or style?

I highly prefer imprints of Lord Buddha seated or walking because this is the typical Sukhothai style. 

Why do you feel it is important to continue this tradition?

It’s important because traditional crafts are an important part of local identity. Items crafted in the traditional way provide 
a link back to how our ancestors made things.

How do you feel about sustainable tourism?

In my opinion, the full involvement of local communities and shared decision making is crucial to sustainable 
development. Besides this, involving locals improves the quality of the tourism experience. 

Have you seen a change in tourism in the last ten years?

Sukhothai has become a top destination for foreign tourists thanks to its heritage sites and festivals like Loy Krathong. 
The tourism and hotel sector has grown rapidly in the last ten years and this has provided employment opportunities 
for the local people. Local communities are getting actively involved as well and they benefit from tourism and from 
exchanging cultures. Unfortunately, tourism can have damaging socio-cultural effects. Therefore, it should be promoted 
with care and local culture and traditions preserved.

What is the most interesting question a guest has ever asked you?

A European tourist once asked me, “Is there anyone who will inherit the art and practice of making Buddhist votive tablets 
from you?”. He was worried if we, the local people of Sukhothai, would be able to sustain this knowledge. I was impressed 
by his question because this person came from halfway around the world but was still concerned about our local 
traditions. My answer was, “Of course, there will be!”.

LEARN MORE ABOUT A LOCAL ARTIST PRESERVING THE SACRED BUDDHIST IMPRINTS OF 
SUKHOTHAI 

sacred teachings

Ajarn Narongchai Toain, who goes by the name Ajarn Kob, is a skilled craftsman preserving phra 
phim or Buddhist votive tablet making. While on Diethelm Travel’s 6-Day Thailand Compact (Join in 
and Private), guests have the exclusive opportunity to visit A jarn Kob in his workshop and observe 
this timeless craft firsthand – a unique experience that is hardly found anywhere else.

EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW

uncover the mystery of Jim Thompson 

BEHIND THE SCENES

AN EXCLUSIVE BEHIND THE SCENES EXPERIENCE IN BANGKOK 

Bangkok is a city of many mysteries and 
legends. One such tale that has left a lasting 
impression on the City of Angels is that of 
the enigmatic Jim Thompson. In the mid-

1900s, American expat Jim Thompson single-handedly 
revived what was a dying cottage industry – Thai silk 
weaving – supplying fine Thai silk to overseas fashion 
houses. After growing his company in Bangkok, the 
former architect brought in five traditional, teak 
wooden houses from different parts of Thailand and 
connected them together to create a one-of-a-kind 
home filled with tastefully displayed Asian art and 
curios including Buddha images, ceramics and antique 
furniture.
 Today, guests can shuffle barefoot through the 
unique home along marble and teak floors as soft-
spoken guides explain the meaning of why the house 
is the way it is (for instance, doorways have a raised 
block at the bottom to keep babies in and ghosts out), 
the origins of the art pieces and details of Thompson’s 
unusual life – he mysteriously disappeared in 
Malaysia’s Cameron Highlands in 1967.
 In true Diethelm Travel fashion, however, an 
exclusive day tour allows those wanting to dig deeper 
into the history of Jim Thompson, and Bangkok as a 
whole, a chance to explore many facets of the city's 
history while admiring some of the remaining bastions 
of traditional Thai architecture and local industry.

Jim Thompson Behind the Scenes
With a transfer from their hotel, guests are first 
whisked away to discover a temple, Wat Pathum 
Wanaram, hidden amongst shopping malls and 
skyscrapers. Built around 200 years ago, the temple 
is a blend of old and new with some interesting 

contemporary artwork in the main hall.
 From there, it’s on to explore a local community, 
Ban Krua Nua, which continues to still produce 
Thai silk for the Jim Thompson silk brand today in 
some of the oldest historical homes of silk originally 
established by the American businessman. A walk 
along a picturesque canal passes a tailor-made suit 
factory, an open-air goldsmith and two remaining silk 
houses where one can observe the whole process of 
colouring and weaving by the local artisans. 
 While now just a shadow of what once was during 
the height of production, here small teams of highly-
talented silk dyers and weavers are still dedicated 
to their craft, working out of the old wooden Thai 
homes just as they have been for decades. When Jim 
Thompson was alive, it is said that he would cross 
the canal from his home and factory to visit the 
workshops every morning, checking in on production 
and placing orders before crossing back over the 
canal by boat.
 After the silk houses, a walk across the bridge 
to the opposite side of the canal leads to the classic 
white house of Baan Moh Mee Museum & Restaurant 
to enjoy lunch and a signature drink of Uthai – herbal 
syrup mixed with soda for refreshment and stomach 
ache relief. After lunch, a tour around the house, 
which was the former factory for Dr. Mee’s company, a 
famous Thai herb brand, offers even more insight into 
the past and Bangkok’s historic local brands.
 Next, a short stroll along the canal finally leads 
guests to discover the superb Jim Thompson House 
itself.

For more information on this exclusive offering, please 
contact us at sales@diethelmtravel.com
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Sitting on top of a small hill on the banks of the 
Ayeyarwady River in Bagan, Myanmar, the golden 
Lawkananda Pagoda is beautiful by day but 
absolutely magical by night when 1,000 glowing 

oil lamps encircle the respected pagoda. 
 Built by King Anawrahta during his reign in 1059, 
Lawkananda translates to “joy of the world” in the ancient 
Pali language and is believed to house a tooth relic of the 
Lord Buddha. 
 Oil lamps and candles are commonly used in 
Buddhist ceremonies and rituals with the flame 
representing the enlightenment of the Buddha and his 
teachings. For instance, during Thadingyut, candles 
light up pagodas and shrines, like that of Lawkananda 
in Bagan. Individuals can also arrange private oil 
lamp ceremonies at pagodas on their own special or 
auspicious day. 
 Diethelm Travel Myanmar can arrange this exclusive 
private ceremony for curious travellers to experience the 
breath-taking beauty of 1,000 flickering flames lighting 
up a pagoda for themselves. As the sun sets and the 
sky darkens, we will start to light the oil lamps with local 

EXCLUSIVE TOUR

lighting ceremony in Bagan
ANCIENT RITUALS BRING NEW LIGHT TO UNIQUE EXPERIENCES IN MYANMAR

While many travellers may be familiar 
with Thailand’s famous Loi Krathong 
festival, marked by floating lanterns, 
Myanmar also boasts its own ‘festival of 
lights’. Taking place for three days during 
the full moon of the seventh month 
of the Burmese calendar, Thadingyut 
marks the end of Buddhist lent and sees 
pagodas, houses and streets brilliantly 
illuminated across the country. It is not 
only a time of joy but also traditional 
thanksgiving and paying homage to 
teachers, parents and elders.
 
In 2018, the festival was held from 23-25 
October. In 2019, it will fall around 13 
October. 

Thadingyut Light 
Festival

worshipers and monks likely joining in to help. 
 Once finished, step back and soak in the spectacular 
display – an experience unlike any other.

Fast Facts
• This lighting ceremony is a private arrangement  
 available to be organised during Myanmar’s dry  
 season from October to April. 
• While guests may request it for any reason, 
 the ceremony is particularly special when   
 commemorating a birthday, wedding anniversary or  
 memorial.
• The best place for this unique add-on experience is  
 at the Lawkananda Pagoda in Bagan but ceremonies  
 can also be arranged in Yangon or Mandalay.
• Guests provide a donation for the candles and use  
 of pagoda and must help in lighting the 1,000 oil  
 lamps…although will most likely receive help from  
 locals passing by! 
 
Contact us at leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com for more 
information of this tour.

With tremendous seafaring skills and 
an aggressive reputation, Borneo’s 
Iban people used to be known as Sea 
Dayaks during the colonial period. They 

were also known as something else – headhunters – 
slaughtering their enemies and then preserving their 
skulls to bring good fortune. The infamous tribe was 
believed to be the strongest and most fierce of the 
Dayak people expanding their tribe through warfare. 
 Today, though the headhunting days are long over, 
the Iban have still preserved many of their traditional 
rituals and beliefs while living in remote longhouses 
in Sarawak. Unique festivals, colourful dances and 
distinctive tattoos are still practised but now curious 
travellers have the opportunity to meet and stay with 
the Iban for a memorable experience and cultural 
exchange. 

2-Day Lemanak Iban Longhouse Adventure
The Lemanak River in Sarawak, Malaysia is home to 
several traditional longhouses of the Iban tribe – the 
formidable former headhunters of Borneo. On an 
exclusive 2-day tour, guests can travel from Kuching 
to the more remote Lemanak stopping at exceptional 
points of interest along the way, such as a vibrant 
local market in the town of Serian and a pepper farm, 
before reaching the river. 
 Providing an extraordinary setting of drooping 
trees hanging over the water, the revered Lemanak 
River acts as the Iban's highway as they navigate the 
waters using traditional longboats. Travellers board 
one of these boats and head upriver to arrive at a 
Ngemah Iban longhouse where they’ll meet members 
of the Iban tribe. 
 In the evening, guests learn more about the 
community’s culture and traditions as they sound 
their gongs and perform a traditional war dance in full 
ceremonial regalia. After relaxing and observing life 

in the longhouse (visitors are often invited to try their 
hand at using a blowpipe or take a short jungle stroll) 
a friendly meal is served and shared by all. Following 
this, rice wine flows and the remainder of the evening 
is spent surrounded by the chatter of friends and 
families before spending the night in the simple 
accommodation of the longhouse. 
 Awaking in the longhouse to the sounds of the 
jungle, travellers get to see the Iban people go about 
their daily tasks before heading down to the river 
and boarding a longtail boat with a guide and a 
couple of Iban tribesmen. A cruise downriver passes 
beautiful rainforest scenery and other longhouses 
before, weather permitting, the Iban cook a delicious 
meal in the comfort of a local farm hut steaming the 
traditional dishes within bamboo tubes on an open 
fire. After lunch, it’s time to return to reality and back 
to Kuching.

For more information on this exclusive offering, please 
contact sarawak@my.diethelmtravel.com

getting to know the headhunters of Borneo
A LEMANAK IBAN LONGHOUSE ADVENTURE 

EXCLUSIVE TOUR

• Remove your shoes and leave them outside  
 before entering the longhouse.
• Feel free to take photos while inside the  
 longhouse but do keep in mind that it’s  
 always polite to ask permission first  
 and respect the family’s privacy by avoiding  
 snapping pictures of babies or women  
 while in sarongs.  
• Get ready to accept offerings of food and  
 drink. 
• Participate! Trying out the local dance  
 moves, not to mention the rice wine, will  
 add another layer of understanding to the  
 exclusive experience. 

do’s & don’ts ! 
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DIVE DEEP INTO THE PHILIPPINES ON A VISAYAS ISLAND HOLIDAY

Visayas vacation

With more than 60 years in operation, Diethelm Travel is a true Asia travel expert. The 
Philippines is a recent addition to the Asian destinations we offer, and we’re excited to share 
with you a deep dive into one of our newest tours. 

This island nation is a cultural melting pot, blending Eastern and Western traditions in a way 
not often seen elsewhere. The Philippines is also a naturally beautiful country, with abundant 
scenic coasts, coral reefs and tropical jungles.

On the 8-Day Visayas Island Holiday, we take you to the southern Visayas region to discover 
the Catholic legacy of the Spanish colonials, explore the sugar plantations and heritage sites of 
Bacolod, witness the marine splendour of Sipalay and so much more.

Day 1: Manila - Iloilo

Depart from Manila bound for the scenic countryside 
of Iloilo. Begin your tour by visiting the Flower Gardens 
of Arevalo and the town of Oton. Your next stop will 
be in Tigbauan, home to the only Latin American-style 
church in the country. Your day’s tour continues at 
the nation’s first Jesuit school for boys, established 
in 1592, before proceeding to the town plaza of 
Guimbal, with its imposing sandstone church, and 
then onward to Miag-ao. Miag-ao’s famed church 
was erected in 1706, decorated with nature-inspired 
frescoes reminiscent of Aztec stonework, and named 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1973. Afterwards, 
tour the beautiful University of Visayas campus before 
checking in to your hotel.

Day 2: Iloilo - Bacolod

Travel to Bacolod for the Negros Heritage Tour. On this 
stretch of your journey, stop at the sugar city of Silay 
to visit plantations home to more than 34 heritage 
colonial mansions. You will also visit two estates 
housing museums, Balay Negrense, the ancestral 
home of the French-descended Gaston family, and 
Bernardino-Jalondoni Heritage House. Later, stop by 
the El Ideal Bakery to sample some of the delicacies 
this part of the country is famous for. Visit the Negros 
Museum, a colonial-style building constructed from 
the template of American architect Daniel Burham, to 
learn about life before, during and after the arrival of 
the Spaniards in this region. In Talisay, stop at another 
heritage house, Balay ni Tana Dikang, the ancestral 

home of one of the region’s most influential turn-
of-the-century women before visiting The Ruins, the 
crumbling remains of yet another colonial manse in a 
former sugar plantation turned park.

Day 3: Bacolod

Explore the sugar plantations of Negros, beginning 
at the town of La Carlota located 45 minutes south 
of Bacolod. See the Infante ancestral home built by 
patriarch Don Teodulfo in 1929. This heritage building 
has stood through wars and witnessed the turbulent 
history of the region. Next, tour the muscovado mill 
of Hacienda Canman-ug, one of the country’s oldest 
sugar-mills, and explore the Central Azucarera de la 
Carlota to learn more about the role sugar played in 
the history and formation of Negros. Spend time at 
Guintubdan Visitor Reception Center and Gardens.

Day 4: Bacolod - Sipalay

This day will be spent travelling the 178 kilometres 
between Bacolod and coastal Sipalay. Enjoy the 
countryside on this drive, passing through sugarcane 
fields, the inland villages of Bago and Kabankalan and 
the seaside town of Cauayan along the way. Upon 
arrival in Sipalay, you will have free time to enjoy your 
afternoon at the resort.

Day 5: Sipalay

Explore the waters off the coast of Sipalay and board 
an outrigger boat bound for the islands dotting 

ISLAND ESCAPE

Campomanes Bay. The second deepest bay in the 
Philippines, the waters are home to a bounty of 
marine life and coral reefs and the surrounding 
islands jut high into the sky, topped by lush jungles. 
You will have ample time to snorkel the waters while 
island hopping, and if you’re lucky, you may even spot 
one of the sunken WWII wrecks.

Day 6: Sipalay - Dumaguete

Depart for Dumaguete, passing through the beach 
town of Hinoba-an and the lumber towns of Bayawan, 
Siaton and Zamboanguita. In Dumaguete, spend 
time on the Silliman University Campus. Founded by 
American Presbyterian missionaries a century ago, 
the university is home to an ethnographic collection 
featuring artefacts from the many minority tribes 
found throughout the Philippines as well as a marine 
lab which runs a crocodile breeding programme. 

Next, tour the city, passing by the public market, the 
Provincial Capitol Building and Rizal Boulevard before 
paying a visit to the bell tower of the Cathedral of St. 
Catherine of Alexandria, one of the city’s most famous 
architectural landmarks. Visit Negros Oriental Arts 
and Heritage, a handicraft store featuring regional 
speciality items made of corals and petrified stones 
before touring the nearby abaca-weaving cooperative 
and Bacong Church, a centuries-old structure built 
with coral.

Day 7: Dumaguete

Journey to Apo Island, a marine sanctuary featuring 
huge coral mounds, walls and abundant populations 
of both large fish and colourful, small reef swimmers. 
This area has excellent visibility, making it perfect 
for your day of snorkelling. Enjoy lunch on the island 
before more snorkelling in another Apo Island location 

then return to Dumaguete in the evening.

Day 8: Dumaguete - Manila

Say goodbye to the beautiful and historic southern 
islands before boarding your flight back to Manila.

We are thrilled to be offering new tours to the 
Philippines and this 8-Day Visayas Island Holiday 
features some of the country’s best cultural and 
natural wonders. Whether you are a history buff, 
architecture addict, beach lover or reef diver, there is 
so much to explore in this storied island nation, and 
we are betting you will fall as deeply in love with the 
Philippines as we have.

To learn more about this experience and other 
Philippines offerings please contact us at 
sales@ph.diethelmtravel.com
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In pursuit of the ultimate exotic holiday, many 
travellers turn to Southeast Asia for recourse. 
More specifically, they’re drawn to Asia’s largest 
island, Borneo. 
Located at the geographic centre of Maritime 

Southeast Asia, this rocky, rainforest-covered island 
is unique because it is shared by three countries: 
Malaysia, Indonesia and Brunei. With new travel 
routes to Borneo and an array of hotels appearing in 
stunning locations, this island paradise is perfect for 
anyone seeking an adventurous vacation amongst 
exotic wildlife and lush jungles.   

Diethelm Travel’s featured cross-country 
experience includes a 5-day tour to the Malaysian 
Borneo states of Sarawak and Sabah and three days 
in the tiny nation of Brunei. On this magical journey, 
discover Sarawak’s verdant nature reserves and 
experience the unique culture of the native Iban 
community. Explore the hidden alleys, stunning 
mosques and buzzing market whilst touring Brunei’s 
capital city, and then take a dip in natural hot springs 
and relax on a river cruise through the mangroves in 
Sabah. 

Sarawak’s cityscape and countryside
This unique tour begins in Kuching, the charming 
capital of Sarawak. For a taste of the city’s local 
culture, experience the ‘Walk the White Rajah Trail’ on 
foot before taking a scenic ride into the countryside 
to Bako National Park, the oldest national park in 
Sarawak. Within its ancient mangrove forest, witness 
incredible wildlife such as odd-nosed proboscis 
monkeys, silver leaf monkeys, long-tailed macaques, 
bearded pigs and monitor lizards. Wander the nature 
trails of Semenggoh Nature Reserve, a sanctuary for 
tragically orphaned or captive orangutans and then 
continue to Batang Ai Lake where guests will step 
aboard a longboat and glide down the peaceful jungle 

waterways to an Iban community, which is famous 
for their impressive wooden longhouses. Experience 
their local culture, from an entertaining traditional 
war dance complete with full ceremonial regalia and 
sipping on the local tuak rice wine to trying your hand 
at an ancient blowpipe hunting weapon. Venture on a 
captivating nature trek complete with farmland views, 
a canopy bridge and a traditional native lunch cooked 
in bamboo over an open fire. 

Brunei’s markets, museums and mosques
From Kuching, continue through to Bandar Seri 
Begawan, the capital city of Brunei. Guests will visit 
the Morning Market, Malay Technology Museum, 
Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddien Mosque and Hassanil 
Bolkiah Mosque. Capture splendid photos of Istana 
Nurul Iman, the largest residential palace in the world 
and official residence of His Majesty, The Sultan of 
Negara Brunei Darussalam. Explore the Royal Regalia 
Museum, home to an enchanting collection of royal 
paraphernalia and the nation’s Constitution. Revel in 
the surrounding scenery while enjoying a boat ride 
to the world’s largest Malay water village. Once there, 
you’ll witness the daily village life amongst the stilted 
houses on the Brunei River. 

Sabah’s wildlife and wetlands
Next, it’s onward and upward to Kota Kinabalu, the 
capital of the Malaysian state of Sabah. Journeying 
through the countryside, gaze upon the majestic 
Mount Kinabula and discover local markets selling 
exquisite handicrafts and never-before-seen tropical 
fruits. At Poring, enjoy a birds-eye-view of the leafy 
rainforest whilst on a canopy walkway 40 metres 
above the ground. 

Afterwards, unwind with a dip in the therapeutic 
sulphur hot springs and stroll through Mountain 
Garden’s collection of exotic orchids and carnivorous 

plants. At the Tunku Abdul Rahman Marine Park, 
relax under the shady beach trees or snorkel in 
its incredibly clear aquamarine waters. Revel in 
the captivating countryside scenery whilst driving 
past small towns on the way to the Klias Wetlands, 
a Mangrove Forest Reserve, where travellers will 
continue their expedition on a river cruise for 
another look at long-nose proboscis monkeys, long 
tail macaques, silver leaf monkeys and exotic birds. 
As the sun sets, catch a glittering glimpse of fireflies 
congregating on the treetops and then take pleasure 
in a local Malaysian dinner at a riverside restaurant 
before returning to the luxury of your hotel in Sabah.

By traversing borders and braving the Bornean 
jungle, you’re sure to experience a journey of 
discovery like no other – a Journey of a Lifetime. 

For more information on this experience or related 
tours, please email inbound@my.diethelmtravel.com

braving Borneo
CROSS THROUGH SARAWAK, BRUNEI AND SABAH FOR AN EXOTIC GETAWAY

 “This journey allows you to 
experience the best of Borneo: 
the adventure, pristine jungles 
and exotic animals. Starting 
at Bako National Park, an 
ecosystem of mangroves where 
pitcher plants and wild orchids 

grow freely, you’ll get the chance to see orangutans 
up close in a rehabilitation centre, find out how 
the locals live in their traditional longhouses and 
even try out the iconic blow-pipe. Then, in Brunei, 
discover lush mosques, golden palaces and amazing 
rainforests before heading back to Sabah. Scenic 
views of Mt. Kinabalu, a dip in the therapeutic 
sulphur baths and time snorkelling around a tropical 
island will have you ending the trip on a blissed-out 
note.” – Renee Osman, Head of Sales & Marketing, 
Diethelm Travel Malaysia

CROSS COUNTRY

DON’T MISS THESE MUST-SEE STOPS AND EXPERIENCES WHILE IN HISTORIC MALACCA 

travelling through time 
“Malacca fascinates me more and more daily. There is, among other things, a mediaevalism 
about it. The noise of the modern world reaches it only in the faintest echoes; its sleep is 
almost dreamless. Its sensations seem to come out of books read in childhood.” 
– Isabella Bird, 19th century English explorer, writer, photographer and naturalist

GO LOCAL

A tour of Malacca is an adventure through 
more than 600 years of history. Just the 
name conjures up images of a bygone era 
rich with exploration, trade, tradition and 

cuisine. The city was founded by the Portuguese, later 
settled by the Dutch and then followed by English rule 
before being returned to the Malay making it a unique 
melting pot of customs and culture. 

 Also known as Melaka, Malacca became a 
UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2008 thanks to the 
city’s rich history and number of historical sites, like 
the ones on this must-see list and a Diethelm Travel 
city tour, that can still be experienced to this day. 

St. Peter’s Church – Built in 1710, with a unique 
blend of eastern and western architectural styles, 
St. Peter’s Church is the oldest functioning Roman 
Catholic Church in Malaysia.
Chinese cemetery at BUKIT China – This 17th 
century cemetery is the largest Chinese cemetery 
outside of China.   
Sultan’s Well – This well, which was constructed for 
the wife of Sultan Mansur Shah in the 1400s, is said 
never to run dry. In fact, the well served as Malacca’s 
primary source of drinking water during the city’s 
Portuguese period. 
Portuguese Settlement – Created in 1933 as a 
haven for Malacca Portuguese, a Malaysian ethnic 
group of mixed Portuguese and Malay, this village 
is now one of Malacca’s most intriguing tourist 
attractions.
Porta de Santiago – A fortress built by the 
Portuguese in 1511, Porta de Santiago was then 
destroyed in early 1806 to stop Napoleon from taking 
control. In 1810, Sir Stamford Raffles arrived in the 
port town and preserved the remains that we still see 
today.   
St. Paul’s Church – Buried between the 17th century 
Dutch tombstones on the summit of Bukit Street, 
the St. Paul’s Church ruins overlook the centre of 
the city. Originally built in 1521, the church was often 
frequented by St. Francis Xavier.
Stadhuys – Also known as “Red Square” due to the 
salmon pink colour of the building, the Stadhuys was 
a Dutch administration centre which today houses the 
Malacca Museum and government offices. 

KAMPUNG CHANTEK – GO LOCAL LIFESTYLE 
EXPERIENCE 
After seeing the historic city sights, head out into 
the nearby kampongs to discover rural life. On an 
exclusive Go Local experience from Diethelm Travel, 
guests can get a unique glimpse of kampong life. 

Upon arrival in the village, travellers are welcomed 
by a local specialist of Kampung Cantik, Ms. Shanti, 
then go to their host’s house to meet Abu Hassan, 
his wife, Mak Timah, and their two daughters, Melur 
and Cempaka. The family will show some of the Malay 
customs found in this traditional village. 

Afterwards, guests continue exploring the village 
with Ms. Shanti learning more about its gardens, crops 
and local industries, such as how rubber is tapped 
from trees and finding out about the versatile uses of 
palm oil. Depending on the weather, guests may also 
see how workers in the village turn coagulated latex 
into rubber sheets. 

Throughout the village walk, they’ll pass quaint 
Malacca kampong stilt houses and discover a plethora 
of local produce including nutmeg, aromatic curry 
leaves, lemongrass, breadfruit trees and various 
seasonal fruits such as durian and mangosteen. Also, 
within the village, stands a patch of paddy field, where 
the cultivation of rice is carried out on a seasonal 
basis. 

Before heading back to the city, guests see and 
take part in some of the favourite pastimes of the 
village people, like top spinning, the making of ketupat 
casings with coconut leaves, congkak playing and silat 
– a Malay art of self-defence. 

3 days in Malacca at a glance

Day 1 Pick up at Kuala Lumpur International 
Airport then an overland transfer to Malacca 
(around 2.5 hours). Optional pick-up from 
Singapore available.) Upon arrival, embark on a 
city tour of Malacca’s historical sites. 
Day 2 Kampung Chantek – Go Local lifestyle 
experience. 
Day 3 Breakfast at hotel then leisure time. 
Depart by 12:00 hours to Kuala Lumpur. 
(Optional transfer to Singapore available.)
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THE POTTERY VILLAGE OF YANDABO OFFERS A LOOK INTO THE PAST  

remote Myanmar

Khin Thanda Kyaw has worked for Diethelm Travel since the day it opened its doors in Myanmar. 
She started her career in the reservation department then became head of administration and 
sales. Now, she finds new frontiers to explore as the office’s Product Manager, like this unique 
escape to the remote village of Yandabo. Read on to discover her take on the charming village. 

INSPIRATION

Myanmar

Halfway between the former royal seat of 
Mandalay and the sleepy, templed plains 
of Bagan lies the idyllic village of Yandabo. 
Known through the country as the place 

where the Treaty of Yandabo ended the First Anglo-
Burmese War in 1826, the secluded village is also 
famed for its pottery production, a tradition that dates 
back to a far simpler time.
 Rising early in Mandalay, we make our way to the 
Ayeyarwady River to catch the ferry boat to Bagan. 
(For those who wish to travel on their own schedule, 
a private boat departure can be arranged.) As we 
depart, the iron bridges and gold-topped pagodas 
of the last royal city fades away and we seem to drift 
further back in time.
 Rural life along the banks of the Ayeyarwady 
doesn’t seem to have changed much over the years. 
As we slowly wind our way between the sandbanks 
of the river, we wave to fisherman on rustic wooden 
boats and pass farmers and buffalo working the fields 
– though just as many of their horned beasts seem to 
while away their hours basking in the mud. 
 We pass every type of river craft one can imagine 
but only occasionally is the piercing rumble of an 
engine heard. As we make our way further from 
Mandalay, the river opens up and the ferry takes us 
past ever more trees and farmland, interrupted only 
by the occasional golden spire of a village pagoda.
 Approaching our destination, one particular 
vessel seems to become more prevalent. Wooden 
barges piled with rows upon rows of terracotta pots 
make their way from the pottery village of Yandabo 
to homes and hearths where they will carry out 
their duties as cookpots and storage containers. 
Throughout Myanmar, these traditional wares still 
remain popular despite the modernisation that seems 
to be sweeping its way across the country and it is in 
this rustic village where they are crafted.
 From the river, Yandabo doesn’t appear much 

different from the countless other villages we passed 
on our journey but, once in town, it’s clear that 
this bustling rural hamlet is a centre of industry. 
Everybody from long-limbed youngsters to wizened 
grandmothers has some part to play in the village’s 
production of pottery and we get an immediate taste 
for life in Yandabo on our stroll from the ferry to our 
night’s accommodation.
 We check in to our hotel and the contrast of the 
peaceful and elegant interior with life in the village is 
evident. Yet Yandabo Home, set along the picturesque 
riverbank, also naturally fits in with its surrounds. 
Painted the same brick red of the ubiquitous pots 
and surrounded by lush foliage, the teak-trimmed 
cottages are at once homey and minimalist. The air 
conditioning makes for a refreshing break as does 
the lack of WiFi – a true retreat! At the riverside dining 
area, we take a moment to sip ice-cold tea and take in 
the sight of the majestic Ayeyarwady framed by green 
trees with the occasional bit of farmland glimpsed in 
between.
 In the afternoon, we venture out to explore that 
farmland and travel to Pan Nyo village. We reach the 
village by boat, one which seems almost impossibly 
small for traversing such a broad and mighty river. 
Strolling through the village, passing fields of rice and 
orchards of tropical fruit trees, our village hosts are 
both courteous and curious. Clearly, few visitors make 
it to this remote corner of the world where the people 
are vastly outnumbered by the local population of 
water buffalo.
 We return to the hotel for dinner, an elegant affair 
on the riverside terrace. As the sun sets across the 
waters, it’s clear why owner Aung Myat Kyaw chose 
this spot to showcase the quiet splendour of rural 
Myanmar. Walking to our bungalow, we hear the 
twilight bustle of wildlife in the trees that surround. 
We, however, are more than ready for a rest in the 
magnificent bed – surprised by how tired one can 

be after a leisurely countryside tour. With barely a 
glimpse of the starry sky peeking through the glass 
skylights above, we’re off to dreamland.
 In the morning, we wake to the chattering birds 
refreshed, while the crisp air we take in as we return 
to the riverside terrace to break our fast is further 
invigorating. Before hopping back on the ferry, we will 
spend the morning getting a closer look at the famed 
pottery village.
 This enterprise, while practically bustling in 
comparison with the pace of the previous day’s 
languid countryside tour, remains a cottage one. With 
little mechanisation in sight, save for the occasional 
buzz of a solar-powered chainsaw (used to cut wood 
for the pit-firing process), it’s just the rumble of 
pottery wheels and the chatter of people whose roots 
in the trade run deep. You can see it in the casual 
way men spin the wheels with their feet and women 
shape clay with their work-worn hands all without ever 

breaking the conversation or glancing at their work.
 We visit numerous homesteads to see the 
various stages of manufacturing and always seem to 
be invited in, served tea and welcomed with broad 
smiles as if we were visiting relatives. Clay is dug from 
the rusty red riverbanks, cleaned and mixed with 
water, shaped into its utilitarian form and then laid 
out and covered in sand and straw for the three-
day firing process. In an age where we marvel at 
the wonders of mass automation, it is even more 
impressive to see these artisans so dedicated to their 
craft, which is obviously hard physical work. The pride 
is evident in their eyes, however, as we are shuffled 
between groupings of these talented artisans, details 
of the industry and work process recounted to us like 
a magnificent tale.
 After countless pots and conversations, we 
return to the hotel to wash our dusty limbs and enjoy 
some refreshments before we journey on to Bagan. 

Sitting at that same dining terrace looking across 
the water at the magnificent view, we wonder aloud 
to each other if we could ever tire of it. Too soon, 
however, we are packed up and on our way out. 
 Few take the time to stop at this quaint riverside 
village on their tours of Myanmar. It’s a vast country 
and taking in all the not-to-be-missed sights is an 
exercise of extreme focus. For those with time to take 
the slow boat between Mandalay and Bagan, however, 
a stop at Yandabo offers a chance to reflect on the 
changing pace of modern life and a glimpse into the 
past. While change is coming fast to this country, rural 
Myanmar remains much the same – charming, idyllic 
and wondrously welcoming.

To learn more about Diethelm Travel Myanmar’s 2-Day 
Yandabo Luxury Village Stay please contact us at 
leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com
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BHUTAN
7-DAY BHUTAN ADVENTURE TOUR

Experience the essence of Bhutan – including 
its traditional Buddhist culture and rich history, 
as well as its natural beauty and modern 
developments – in one adventure-filled week. 
This exclusive tour includes a mix of trekking, 
spiritual experiences, cultural visits and local 
interaction. You can also choose accommodation 
options, from standard or luxury hotels to even 
camping and farm stays, to further tailor an 
ultimate journey.

TOUR CODE: BBA07 

HONG KONG
A CULINARY EXPERIENCE 
4-hour tour with hotel transfer

This specially-designed tour and private cooking class 
explores the art of Cantonese cuisine with guidance of 
top chefs.

Harbour Plaza 8 Degrees Hotel’s talented Chinese 
chefs walk guests to a nearby local wet market in 
the residential district of To Kwa Wan to select fresh 
ingredients before heading back to the hotel to create 
such popular dishes as sweet and sour pork or stir-
fried beef with bell peppers.

TOUR CODE: HKHVTPCC

LAOS
BEAUTY OF LAOS BOTANICALS

Spend the morning visiting Pha Tad Ké, Laos’ first 
botanical garden. Accessible by a 15-minute boat 
ride down the Mekong River from Luang Prabang, 
the colourful gardens were created as a regional 
research centre and are home to the first living 
collection of the flora of Laos.

Highlights
• Enjoy a short leisurely cruise along the Mekong 

River
• Visit Laos’ first ever botanical gardens 

surrounded by the mountainous Mekong 
landscape

• Savour an organic set lunch

TOUR CODE: LPQPHPTKJT

CHINA
XI’AN MURAL VISIT WITH MR. WANG 

Highlights:
• Visit the studio of respected artist and researcher 

Mr. Wang Jianqi to learn about ancient Chinese 
frescoes. Mr. Wang has spent the past 40 years 
making great contributions to the archaeological 
study, repair, protection, craftsmanship and copying 
of royal fresco from the Tang Dynasty.

• See the Terra Cotta Army Warriors
• Partake in a clay making lesson
• Stop at the Big Wild Goose Pagoda and Bell and 

Drum Tower
• Cycle on Xi’an’s old city wall

TOUR CODE: CNXIAN001

MALDIVES
SANDBANK TRIP

A 45-minute speedboat journey away from
Hulhumale’ and Male’ guests will find an 
untouched sandbank, ideal for picnics or for a 
merely enjoying time sunbathing, snorkelling or 
swimming in the clear blue lagoon.

TOUR CODE: DTMVSNDB

MALAYSIA
DAYTRIP TREKKING INOBONG 

Highlights:
• Journey to the Inobong sub-station, located on 

the western tip of the Crocker Range
• Enjoy the scenic view overlooking Kota Kinabalu
• Trek the Salt Trail route, traditionally used by 

farmers from the remote villages to transport 
their produce to the nearby market of 
Penampang

• Follow the winding trail towards a small 
Kibambangan waterfall

• Briefly stop in one of the traditional huts before 
arriving at Lutung Shelter approximately 730 
metres above sea level

TOUR CODE: BKIDKICRAUD

CAMBODIA
VESPA ADVENTURE: MEKONG ISLANDS & 
COUNTRYSIDE

 Highlights:
• Explore a rural paradise hidden away on the 

islands of the Mekong River
• Adventure on the back of a Vespa scooter
• Visit a 500-year old sanctuary temple set in a 

mystical forest
• Learn about local belief systems and the 

tradition of Buddhist cremation
• Witness  the art of silk making at a local family 

house then sit down to lunch with the family

TOUR CODE: PNHCVISL

WHAT’S NEW

MYANMAR
3-DAY DISCOVER HIDDEN TREASURES
OF SALAY 

Explore Bagan’s countryside with a village 
walk, visits to a toddy palm field, bustling local 
market and Salay, a famous village home to 
the 130-year-old Yokesone Monastery which is 
known for exquisite wood carvings and a unique 
colonial house. To end the excursion, cruise the 
Ayeyarwady River at sunset. 

Highlights:
• Sightsee in and around the small town of 

Salay
• Explore Padaythar village and visit its 

gorgeous vegetable gardens
• Admire the captivating woodcarvings at 

Yokesone Monastery
• Stop at a toddy palm farm and observe how 

locals make Burmese sweets
• Enjoy a sunset cruise along the Ayeyarwady 

River with a rum sour

TOUR CODE: PKNSDTSB

SINGAPORE
MICHELIN STAR STREET FOOD TOUR

On this tour, your ‘insider’ food explorer will guide you 
through hidden alleys to some of Singapore’s famous 
Michelin-starred street food. Come prepared with an 
appetite as you will be tasting delicious dishes and 
snacks from 5–6 different stalls at two hawker centres. 
While enjoying the best bites, hear fascinating stories 
about the awarded food and the proud people behind 
the cuisine.

Highlights:
• Be introduced to Singapore’s unique culture and 

culinary scene
• Food tasting at Michelin-related eateries 
• Explore the neighbourhood by foot between bites
Inclusions:
• Hotel pick-up and drop-off in private air-

conditioned vehicle
• Professional licensed English-speaking foodie guide
• Michelin-starred food! 

TOUR CODE: SGMAG05 

SRI LANKA
TUK TUK SAFARI

Journey through the villages of Habarana on a unique 
‘safari’ via tuk tuk! From the back of a trusty tuk tuk, 
take in the local sites including rural roads, village life, 
schools, local industries like traditional brick making, 
historic temples and a memorable view of Sigiriya 
Rock across the lake.

The tour takes 2 – 2.5 hours and ends with either 
a delicious Sri Lankan lunch or evening tea with Sri 
Lankan sweet meats on a secluded island surrounded 
by paddy fields.

TOUR CODE: PR1632

VIETNAM
3-DAY MEKONG DELTA WATERWAYS, FLOATING 
MARKET AND LOCAL LIFE

Ho Chi Minh City - Can Tho - Soc Trang - Hau 
Giang - Can Tho - Ho Chi Minh City
Join us for a distinctive journey as we will take you 
to observe the fascinating trade at a local floating 
market in the Mekong Delta rarely visited by 
tourists and gain insight into the life of local farmers 
as you venture deep into the labyrinth of waterways 
and islands. 

During this unique tour, experience the region’s 
most popular means of transportation – boats – 
while also cycling along lush and peaceful village 
paths, enjoying local delicacies and tasting seasonal 
fruits.

TOUR CODE: SGNDSMW3

THAILAND
3-DAY AYUTTHAYA & MAE KLONG

This new tour, available with private and SIC pricing 
as well as English, German and French-speaking 
guides, is an excellent option as a 3-day ‘module’ 
from Bangkok for guests who want to experience 
more of local life in central Thailand.

Highlights:
• Hop aboard a scenic river cruise to Ayutthaya
• Stop at a Thai boxing training school
• See a wood carving village and drum making 

enterprise
• Savour dinner in a homestay and try your hand 

in the kitchen
• Ride a train straight into the Mae Klong market
• Wander through the famous Damnoen Saduak 

floating market
• Visit a conversation centre and witness hundreds 

of monkeys swimming in the sea

TOUR CODE: PKBCAMKC

PHILIPPINES
DISCOVER CREATURES FROM THE 
UNDERWATER WORLD 

Head out on a full day of adventure (9 hours) 
discovering the region’s unique marine life, 
particularly the playful dolphins, impressive 
whale sharks and gentle sea turtles. 

Highlights:
• Dolphin watching
• Swimming with whale sharks 
• Swimming with sea turtles

TOUR CODE: DTGPH_STSC
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Trekking with elephants, dining in hidden 
rooms, lounging from your own paradisiacal 
residence and strolling along pristine beaches 
– stays at Anantara Hotels, Resorts & Spas 

across Thailand offer more than simply luxurious 
rooms. 
 While one can find Anantara resorts throughout 
the Land of Smiles, these four from north to south are 
some of the most sought-after. 

Spend enchanted days at Anantara Golden 
Triangle Elephant Camp & Resort
For intrepid travellers to Thailand with a thirst 
for adventure, a stay at Anantara Golden Triangle 
Elephant Camp & Resort will be a holiday highlight. 
With the luxuriously remote resort as a base, guests 
can trek through the jungle with rescued elephants, 
visit Thailand, Laos and Myanmar in one day – or 
conveniently enjoy the three country view from their 
very own balcony – or dine by candlelight on the 
secluded private hilltop overlooking the Mekong River.  
 Though renowned for its exceptional service, 
much of the resort’s appeal lies in its distinct location 
within the famous Golden Triangle at the border of 
Thailand, Laos, and Myanmar, and at the confluence of 
the Ruak and Mekong Rivers.
 Naturally, another draw of the opulent resort is 
the onsite Elephant Camp, accessible exclusively for 
hotel guests with interactive activities such as the 
Signature Walking With Giants Experience, which 
allows guests to learn more about elephants in 
Thailand. The camp is run by the Golden Triangle 
Asian Elephant Foundation (GTAEF) whose mission is 
to change the lives of elephants onsite and around the 
world with various projects that span Southeast Asia 
and the rest of the globe.

Relax in the Rose of the North at Anantara 
Chiang Mai Resort
Situated in central Chiang Mai, just a 15-minute drive 
from Chiang Mai International Airport, the elegant 
Anantara Chiang Mai Resort offers an ideal location 
from which to enjoy the Rose of the North’s city, 
nature and culture. The sleek 84-key resort is carefully 
situated around a historic white colonial house on the 
banks of the Mae Ping River with contemporary rooms 
and suites boasting private balconies and terraces 
with double daybeds overlooking the manicured 
grounds, colonial house or river. Here world-class 
facilities provide a range of inspiring activities. Guests 
can sunbathe in quiet seclusion and swim in the 
34-metre riverside pool, try flying yoga or a Muay Thai 
boxing class, or indulge in holistic pampering at the 
Anantara Spa which offers unique northern Thai spa 
rituals.
  Of course, good food is never far away. Original 
culinary experiences stimulate the senses with 
innovative concepts, including The Restaurant 
serving Peruvian-Nikkei cuisine and The Service 1921 
Restaurant & Bar featuring Asian-inspired cocktails 
paired with Thai, Vietnamese and Chinese cuisine. 
Anantara’s famous Afternoon Tea at the colonial 
house is also a magical experience.

Stay in Paradise at Anantara Mai Khao Phuket 
Villas
The exotic journey at Anantara Mai Khao Phuket Villas 
begins on arrival with guests announced by three 
strikes of a gong. Presented with a floral necklace, a 
seamless check-in experience in the open-sided lobby 
reveals the magnificent lagoon. By day, this signature 
water feature is a tropical paradise, while, each 
evening, a torch lighting ceremony heralds a romantic 
night to come.

paradise found from north to south
EXCLUSIVE PROPERTIES FROM ANANTARA HOTELS, RESORTS & SPAS MAKE FOR UNFORGETTABLE GETAWAYS  

 At this all-pool villa oasis along Phuket’s tranquil 
northwest coast, which recently won the Best Beach 
Resort at the esteemed TTG Travel Awards 2018, 
eight villa types allow travellers to choose their 
perfect haven. Now, the finest textiles from the 
famed Jim Thompson collection enhance the resort’s 
splendid two-bedroom villas. A sweeping sanctuary 
nestled in 389 square metres of tropical Bill Bensley 
gardens, the Two Bedroom Jim Thompson Villa draws 
inspiration from the natural surroundings of Mai 
Khao, impeccably blending Jim Thompson fabrics 
into its designs. For instance, the living room is filled 
with fabrics shaded blue and white for a nautical feel, 
offset by woods with sandy hues while classic Thai 
Pikul flower designs adorn the internal doors and 
elegant Thai artwork leaves no question of the Jim 
Thompson Villa’s Thai heritage.

Live in Paradise at Layan Residences by Anantara
It’s inevitable – an impeccable holiday in Thailand 
may have visitors dreaming of making the move 
permanently or at least having a little bit of paradise 
to call their own. On Phuket’s west coast, just 20 
minutes away from Phuket International airport and 
overlooking the quiet Layan Beach, the luxurious 
Layan Residences by Anantara offer jetsetters the 
chance to own a piece of paradise. The aspirational 
residential development features 15 uniquely 
designed multi-storey pool residences with up to nine 
bedrooms. Travellers in the know can also experience 
Layan Residences exclusive location and service 
with certain residences available for short-term use. 
While staying at the exquisite residences, guests 
can appreciate pure privacy and discretion while 
also taking advantage of the nearby Anantara Layan 
Phuket Resort’s superb facilities, not to mention the 
spa, for the best of both worlds.

ANANTARA RIVER JOURNEY

Myanmar

one might dream of. When I travel with my wife, we al-
ways want to make sure that the accommodation offers 
complete privacy, the beach is clean and the entrance 
to the water is smooth. We also want a sufficient variety 
of food options and I really enjoy a satisfying work out 
session, so a good gym is a must. Those travelling with 
children can also make use of the resort’s Kids Club.

What tips would you recommend for future 
guests? 
Guests should definitely experience a dinner at Sea.
Fire.Salt. which has diners pair their meal with one of 
the salt types from a cool salt menu. The beef ribeye 
cooked directly on a brick of Himalayan salt was out-
standing!

Would you visit again and why? 
Absolutely! In addition to all of the above, I also shall 
add that it is very easy to get to the hotel from the air-
port – just a 15-minute drive. Living in Bangkok, my wife 
and I always want to make the most of short getaways 
or weekend trips with as little time as possible spent in 
transit.

Tell us about your first experience with the Minor 
Hotel Group – where have you stayed? 
I believe it was back in 2012, just a few months after I 
joined the Diethelm Travel team. I travelled to Phuket to 
meet with a key partner that was bringing a team over 
for their annual Fam Trip and I had the chance to stay at 
Anantara Mai Khao Phuket Villas.

What was the highlight of your stay? 
I am of a strong opinion that there are always three 
essential elements which collectively make a successful 
hotel – people, location and product. For me, Anan-
tara Mai Khao Phuket Villas has it all – great service by 
a professional and dynamic team, I love the location 
(especially the unspoilt beach of Sirinath National Park) 
and the resort itself incredible. Amazing pool villas 
offer complete privacy and everything is set amidst 
lush tropical gardens that make you feel like you are 
walking through a hidden Thai village in the middle of 
the jungle.  

How would you rate the facilities and services? 
In terms of facilities, again, the hotel covers everything 

Victor Mogilev, Group Director of Sales at Diethelm 
Travel Group shares what made his first experience at 
a Minor Hotels property so special.
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From liftoff to touch down, a helicopter ride 
never fails to excite one’s senses…even more 
so when experienced in a foreign destination! 
While in Laos, exclusive helicopter tours allow 

travellers to witness spectacular, captivating scenery 
from above. 

Lush tropical jungles, cascading waterfalls, mystical 
temples and flowing rivers amidst dynamic karsts – 
all these hidden gems and more await with certified 
helicopter journeys taking off from the capital city of 
Vientiane and the culture-rich Luang Prabang. 

4-Day Active Vientiane
Explore the serene Buddhist monasteries and other 
local city attractions in Vientiane, Asia’s most laidback 
capital. This 4-day tour carefully balances cultural and 
adventurous activities whilst providing a luxurious 
experience, ranging from leisurely exploring the city 
by bicycle to taking in a splendid birds-eye-view of the 
capital in a private helicopter ride. 
 On the third day of the journey, a VIP helicopter 
tour will provide you with personal service including 
Champagne on liftoff and a knowledgeable guide 
who will share details of your flight path. Begin by 
flying over the gorgeous city and then land to visit 
Vang Sang or the ‘Elephant Palace’, a rarely visited 
ancient site where Buddha images are carved in the 
rock. Reboard the helicopter and fly over Nam Ngum, 
the largest body of water in the country, formed by 
the Nam Ngum hydroelectricity complex. Tour over 
the dam and impressive lake, which is dotted with 
emerald green islands for a total in-flight time of 70 
minutes. 
 
5-Day Taste of Luxury Luang Prabang
Magical and charming, Luang Prabang has preserved 
its longstanding reputation as a stronghold of Lao 
culture with its splendid natural scenery and sense of 

timelessness. Now a UNESCO World Heritage Town, 
enjoy a luxury 5-day journey that explores the natural 
beauty of the colonial town and its surroundings. Visit 
the ancient Vat Xieng Thong monastery, browse the 
collections in the National Museum, cruise the down 
the mighty Mekhong River on a luxurious riverboat 
and wander through a bustling Night Market sure to 
entice your senses.
 On the second day, after a morning spent 
exploring in town, the afternoon continues with a 
30-minute helicopter tour featuring sky-high views 
of the city and surrounds. Starting from a helipad at 
the new VIP terminal at Luang Prabang International 
Airport, the private helicopter flies above the Mekong 
River allowing guests to gaze upon Tham Ting Cave, 
Pha Tae Ke Botanical Gardens, Kuang Si Waterfall, 
Phousi Hill and the Luang Prabang Golf Course. You 
will also see the national treasures of Wat Xienthong, 
Wat Mai, Wat Aham and the National Museum from 
the lofted perspective.  

Vientiane City Tours
Helicopter city tours leaving from a helipad at Wattay 
International Airport range from 15 – 30 minutes 
and include transfers from your hotel along with 
breathtaking views of the city and beyond.

30-minute VIP tour:
• 30-minute sight-seeing tour in your own private 

helicopter
• Detailed narration of flight path and commentary
• Champagne upon touchdown
• A complimentary gift to remind you of your 

experience

To learn more about these luxurious Laos offerings, 
please contact info@la.diethelmtravel.com

luxurious Laos 
SAY HELLO TO VIENTIANE & LUANG PRABANG VIA HELICOPTER
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LUXURY TRAVEL

Experiencing a destination from a different 
point of view, whether by sea or by air, 
always adds particularly memorable 
moments to any holiday. 

While staying at the luxurious bungalows 
of Ceylon Tea Trails in the Bogawantalawa 
region of south-central Sri Lanka, guests can 
enjoy the exclusive experience of exploring 
the area by private helicopter. Two roundtrip 
day excursions are available in a Robinson 
R66 Helicopter fitting four passengers 
and one pilot to explore the iconic sites of 
Sigiriya and Kandy.  

To Sigiriya via Adams Peak
• Flying time: 135 minutes each way 
• Departure point: Thondaman Stadium 

Norwood
• Landing point: Sigiriya Airfield
• Includes an aerial orbit of Adams Peak and 

Sigiriya Rock Fortress, ground transport 
from Sigiriya Airfield to the main historical 
site with a chauffeur guide 

To Kandy via Adams Peak
• Flying time: 75 minutes each way
• Departure point: Thondaman Stadium 

Norwood
• Landing point: Gannoruwa Agriculture 

Dept Grounds / Victoria Golf Club Digana
• Includes an aerial orbit of Adams Peak, 

ground transport from the landing point 
to various historical sites in Kandy lead by 
a chauffeur guide including a stop at the 
famous Dalada Maligawa or Temple of the 
Sacred Tooth Relic

For more information please contact 
sales@lk.diethelmtravel.com

Singapore on the sea
CHARTER A LUXURY YACHT TO EXPLORE A DIFFERENT SIDE OF THE LION CITY

While Singapore boasts endless 
opportunities for sightseeing, shopping 
and exploration, many forget that 
the Garden City is surrounded by 

vast waters that offer a unique vantage point for 
exploration. 
 Set sail and experience the majesty of the city 
skyline from the comfort and privacy of a luxury vessel 
– perfect for a group of friends, a family gathering or an 
intimate getaway for two!
 During the day, enjoy the sunshine and sea breeze 
from the top deck as you fly across the waters. At night, 
time your tour to catch the Spectra light show and see 
the city lights glimmering above. On a privately char-
tered yacht cruise, you set the agenda.

Eagle Wings II 
Climb aboard this 60-foot Sunseeker 62 yacht. With 
room for 15 guests, the spacious and comfortable 
interior provides ample room for a private party while 
above offers spaces to tan, relax, and enjoy the ocean 
air or an intimate meal.

Guests can bring their own food and beverages 
to self-cater with the onboard service crew are there 
to assist every step of the way. A refrigerator, icebox, 
microwave and stove offer everything needed to 
prepare a sumptuous meal. Guests can even bring 
music to turn this luxury vessel into a floating club 
lounge or jam out with the fully-outfitted karaoke 
system.

Galene
The Galene is an Integrity 55 Flybridge, perfect for a 
fishing trip or sightseeing cruise around the island. 
This vessel has ample room for 16 of your closest 
friends or family. A unique feature of the yacht is the 
flybridge, a spacious hangout area located in the 
upper deck.

Guests can bring their own food and beverages or 
opt to hire a private chef who will prepare a gourmet 
menu and man the onboard kitchen along with the 
cabin crew. Expect exceptional service when venturing 
out on the Galene!

Vantage
With room for 18, this top-of-class luxury catamaran 
gently glides through the waters, making it a perfect 
choice for first-time sailors or families. Enjoy the 
netted lounge area at the front of the vessel, a unique 
feature of this Fountaine Pajot Mahe catamaran, or 
spread out in the ample living space. With a kayak, 
paddle board, fishing rods and numerous water toys 
provided, the Vantage makes for a fun-filled day, but 
also offers an ambience ideal for evening charters.

For those who wish to self-cater, the crew are ready 
to assist with any and every need, but additional food 
and beverage service can also be provided to spare 
time and trouble. The Vantage boasts a fully-equipped 
kitchen and even a barbecue.

Argon
This luxury 40-foot, wide-bodied vessel comfortably 
accommodates up to 18 guests. Lounge on the front 
net of this sailing craft to enjoy the sun and salt spray 
or make yourself at home in the spacious interior. An 
inflatable mat offers extra lounge space for sun lovers, 
and stand up paddle boards, a kayak and snorkelling 
gear are provided for active explorers.

Bring food and beverages onboard then let the 
cabin crew take care of the rest. While this vessel 
features a fully equipped kitchen, guests can also rent 
an optional barbecue which the crew can assist you 
with. 

For more information on private yacht charters in 
Singapore, contact enquiry@sg.diethelmtravel.com

soaring above 
Sri Lanka
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A Hidden Lagoon Experience in Hue  
While Hue may be best known for its ancient citadel 
and historic past as the capital of Nguyen emperors, 
its location along the Perfume River also makes it a 
delightful destination to discover riverside villages.   
 Move away from the tourist trail and enjoy the 
warm hospitality of a fisherman’s family in a hidden 
tropical lagoon spectacularly set between the sea and 
mountains.
 Upon arrival, you will be welcomed to the family’s 
house with a refreshing drink then embark on their 
wooden boat and enjoy an idyllic panorama of crystal 
clear water dominated by a stretch of the jungle-
covered Truong Son Mountain Range. The secluded 
lagoon is an ideal habitat for a variety of sea creatures, 
such as crab, snapper, red mullet, grouper, shrimp 
and squid, making it a perfect fishing spot. The boat 
will stop at a fishing post, where you can see how the 
expert fisherman make their catch using a local net 
fishing technique. Try it for yourself then continue on 
to visit the family’s oyster farm. 
 For lunch, enjoy fresh seafood prepared by the 
family while dining together in an authentic stilt 
house hovering above the water. Time and weather 
permitting, you may want to take a quick dip or 
snorkel in the clear waters. Of course, you can also 
simply relax and enjoy the cool breeze before saying 
good bye to your host and continuing on to your next 
destination.

A Home-Cooked Meal in Hoi An
While Hoi An may first charm you with its picturesque 
Sino-Portuguese buildings and hanging lanterns, 
its delectable cuisine will really capture your heart. 
Throughout town you’ll find restaurants serving up 
delicious dishes but nothing can beat a home-cooked 
meal prepared in a local village.  
 Get picked up at your hotel in Hoi An and transfer 
to the pier to embark on a cruise by traditional longtail 
boat along Thu Bon River to Cam Thanh Village. Sit 
back and enjoy the serene scenes of small islets 
passing by the boat, farmers planting vegetables and 
fishermen casting their net into the water.  
 Upon arrival at Cam Thanh Village, take a short 
stroll to visit a local artisan family that manufactures 
everything from bamboo – including baskets, chairs, 
tables, telephones and even bamboo bicycles! Create 
something out of bamboo yourself before hopping in 
a unique bamboo car for a fun ride to a local home.  
 Meet your affable hosts and settle in to share a 
home-cooked meal with the family. Catch a glimpse of 
local life in the village and learn to cook a traditional 
dish, then savour the fruits of your labour together. 
 After dinner, feel free to ask more about your 
hosts’ way of life and local culture before returning to 
your hotel by van.

For more information on these unique Go Local experiences as well as other opportunities 
throughout Vietnam, please contact sales@vn.diethelmtravel.com

Vietnam hot spots: Hue and Hoi An 
NEW EXPERIENCES IN THESE CULTURAL HUBS OFFER A DIFFERENT VIEW OF VIETNAM 

As with much of Southeast Asia, the region’s true charm lies in its small villages and rural outskirts. Here 
people continue a way of life that’s been handed down through the centuries. Experiencing these 
destinations as a traveller isn’t always easy, however, and often an experienced guide is key in uncovering 
these special places in a way that both supports the local way of life while providing an authentic 

experience for the guest.  
Discover Azerai Can Tho at www.azerai.com

Escape to an elegant island oasis in the Mekong Delta with Azerai
Book now to get off the beaten path into the the Mekong Delta at sales@vn.diethelmtravel.com

NEW EXPERIENCES

Vietnam
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In the Mergui Archipelago, nature – not man – rules the 
islands, and the sea gipsies (known as the Moken) who 
do live in this remote region leave little lasting impact on 
the land, paddling the azure waters between the islands 
in dugout canoes and handmade vessels.
 Flung off the coast of Myanmar’s southwestern-
most reaches, these 800 islands are surprisingly close to 
neighbouring Thailand but are only accessible by private 
charter and, therefore, protected from the mass tourism 
which pervades much of the region. Like, the Thai 
Andaman islands, the Mergui Archipelago also offers the 
same lush beauty of jungle-topped rocks, white-sand 
beaches, colourful reefs and sparkling azure waters. 
 For the adventurous traveller with a thirst for the 
unknown – one who relishes the chance to discover 
something entirely new – the Mergui Archipelago 
beckons.

NEW FRONTIER

Myanmar

Pila Island: Legend says that a great mythical 
flood broke the Mergui Archipelago into 800 
striking granite and limestone islands, including Pila 
Island. Located 80 kilometres from the shoreline of 
Kawthaung, the secluded 24-key Awei Pila, opening 
mid-November, welcomes travellers in elegant 
tented villas that envelop guests in stylish settings 
while having low impact on the environment. 
Framed by a 600-metre-long natural beach leading 
into the brilliant blue Andaman Sea and surrounded 
by virgin forest, both the resort and the island 
itself evoke a sense of pure exclusivity in one of the 
world’s last untouched frontiers.
Wa Ale Island: The pristine 9,000-acre island of 
Wa Ale in southern Myanmar’s untouched Lampi 
Marine National Forest fuses an incredible natural 
setting with eco-friendly luxury thanks to the brand 
new Wa Ale Island Resort. Opened in mid-October 
the eco-resort is proud to be one of the first 
conservation-based resorts in the archipelago with 
11 luxury Tented Beach Villas and 9 Treetop Suites. 
Tailored to the outdoor enthusiast who enjoys an 
array of outdoor activities such as scuba diving, 
paddle boarding or jungle trekking, Wa Ale also 
invites guests to learn more about the local Moken 
fishing community and turtle conservation on Wa 
Ale for deeper insight into this special region.
Burma Boating: For the sailing enthusiast looking 
to get off the beaten route, Burma Boating offers 
both cabin and private yacht charters journeying 
through the Mergui Archipelago stopping at islands 
such as Pony Island and Nyaung Wee Island. 
Adventure cruise itineraries start from four days 
allowing guests the option to simply relax on the 
deck or go on racing with dolphins and snorkelling 
through the colorful reefs.

Few areas of the world remain untouched and untamed, however southern Myanmar is still seldom 
seen and travelled by few except the native inhabitants.

eco-chic luxury in the Mergui 
Archipelago

Set Sail on a Private Luxury Charter
Those who heed the call of the Mergui Archipelago 
need not suffer from the area’s remoteness and lack of 
facilities, however. Aboard Diethelm Travel-organised 
teak-lined yachts, you will find modern amenities and 
every comfort you could ask of a luxury charter.
 Set sail and enjoy the passing waves and scenery 
from the comfort of your air-conditioned cabin or while 
lounging on the top deck. Swim in pristine tropical waters 
before enjoying a sunset cocktail and dinner on board.
 On this once-in-a-lifetime adventure, remoteness 
simply means privacy and an opportunity to chart your 
own course. The chances of seeing another boat, or 
even one of the Moken, are slim. It is just you, untamed 
jungles, the sand, sea and sun.
 Want to experience this hidden paradise? Contact 
leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com for more information. 

UNTOUCHED JUNGLES, VIRGIN WHITE-SAND BEACHES, KALEIDOSCOPIC CORALS & ABUNDANT MARINE LIFE 
AWAIT IN SOUTHERN MYANMAR

 new frontier of the Mergui Archipelago 

Artisans Angkor
Artisans Angkor’s (www.artisansdangkor.com) slogan 
succinctly captures their dual missions: “caring for the 
past, crafting for the future.” What started in the 1990s 
as a vocational training centre focusing on traditional 
Cambodian crafts has since become one of Siem Reap’s 
largest employers, with showrooms and boutiques near 
Angkor Wat and in the capital of Phnom Penh. 
 Visitors to Siem Reap can tour the facilities and learn 
more about their programmes, but shoppers from all 
over the world can browse and purchase their extensive 
collections of silver jewellery, hand-loomed silk, lacquer 
tableware, art and more online as well.

SHOPPING TIPS

crafts for a cause

As a popular destination for cultural travel,  
Southeast Asia lets few visitors depart its 
lands without a suitcase full of handicrafts   
and souvenirs. At the prices typically 

offered in street stalls and craft centres, local 
crafts are impossible for visitors to resist and these 
handicraft traditions are an important part of    
the region’s heritage.
 While you can find handicrafts practically anywhere 
on the streets from Bagan to Bangkok and beyond, we 
can suggest a few places worth making an extra effort to 
shop from. 
 The organisations and handicraft centres below are 
doing more than just separating bargain-loving travellers 
with the contents of their pocketbooks, they are social 
enterprises committed to preserving traditional crafts 
and helping their artisan partners create a better life for 
themselves.

Turquoise Mountain
With founding patrons that include none other than His 
Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, Turquoise

Ock Pop Tok
The Laos-based organisation Ock Pop Tok (www.
ockpoptok.com) was created by women and continues to 
be run by women to preserve heritage Lao textiles and 
bring economic benefit to local artisans. Over the past 
18 years, a small shop selling one woman’s assortment of 
textiles and garments has grown into a network of more 
than 78 artisans, three shopfronts, a cafe and various 
education programmes.
 Now travellers can discover the textiles of Laos, 
crafted into clothing, handbags, home goods by women 
all over the country, at three distinct shops in Luang 
Prabang and online. These colourful and intricate fabrics 
represent the traditions of the country’s more than 15 
different ethnic groups. 
 Though buying from these organisations can be a 
bit pricier than haggling with your average street vendor, 
you can shop assured that not only are you getting the 
finest of traditional crafts but that each organisation is 
committed to fair trade and ethical practices, channelling 
profits to where they will do the most good for the local 
communities. Supporting these organisations and 
taking home their beautiful art and designs also means 
preserving Southeast Asia’s many regional and ethnic 
handicraft traditions for generations to come.

FIND SOUVENIRS WITH SOUL IN CAMBODIA, MYANMAR AND LAOS

Mountain (www.turquoisemountain.org/myanmar) is 
a global organisation dedicated to restoring national 
heritage sites and craft traditions. In Myanmar, their work 
focuses on helping preserve traditional techniques and 
connecting artisans with international markets.
 Shop elegant gems and jewellery for which Myanmar 
is famed, or discover the history and heritage woven 
into their traditional textiles. Turquoise Mountain 
also partners with woodworkers, helping to revive a 
traditional craft industry. 
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3-day elephants in the wild 
experience at a glance
Day 1: Depart from Chiang Mai, travel over Doi 
Inthanon and arrive at the picturesque Karen 
hilltribe village of Huai Phak Kood. The village 
is home to local mahouts who take care of four 
elephants living in the nearby forest. Along with 
the elephants, the mahouts previously worked 
in commercial elephant camps close to Chiang 
Mai. With the support of the Mahouts Elephants 
Foundation, along with their elephants, they are 
now able to return to the village, their preferred 
place to live.
Day 2: Apart from a daily morning and evening 
visit by the mahouts, the elephants are left to 
themselves to explore on their own so it’s not 
always clear exactly where they will be. The 
skilled mahouts can track their movements, 
however, and typically guests walk about an hour 
to find them.
 The experience is all about viewing elephants 
in their natural environment in the forest 
and there is no bathing or even touching the 
elephants to respect the elephant’s need for 
space and dignity.  
 Also explore a centuries-old cave and see 
how the mahouts are experts at making cups 
and pots from bamboo, foraging in the forest 
and cooking incredible meals over the campfire. 
Camp under the stars in comfortable tents.
Day 3: Spend some more time with the 
elephants. They might be found wallowing in 
mud and cooling down in one of the nearby 
streams and rivers. Trek out of the forest to head 
back to the village to enjoy a hot shower and 
lunch before returning to Chiang Mai.

When visiting Thailand, one of the 
activities many visitors most wish to 
tick off their bucket list is a chance to 
interact with elephants. Elephants have 

a special significance in Thai culture and have long 
worked alongside its people but are now banned from 
the logging trade in which they traditionally worked. 
Seeking an alternative means of income, many of 
their mahouts (elephant trainers) have turned to the 
tourism business.

While this has allowed Thailand to conserve the 
species by maintaining a large captive population, not 
all elephant parks treat these gentle giants with the 
same level of care and unfortunately many still employ 
exploitative practices. To choose an ethical elephant 
experience in Thailand, here’s what to look for.

Avoid riding the elephants
While riding is unfortunately still commonplace, it 
is extremely harmful to the health of elephants. 
Elephants may be capable beasts of burden but they 
were never meant to carry full-grown adults and a 
heavy metal saddle for hours each day. While some 
camps and sanctuaries will allow you to ride elephants 
bareback, the conditions under which this is done 
varies and it’s best to avoid riding them at all. Pet 
them, bathe them, let them muss your hair with their 
trunks…there are many ways to enjoy their company 
without riding!

Don’t go for tricks or performances
In order to tame such a large creature and make it 
submit to the demands of a small human, violent 
methods are used to “break” elephants, often from 
a very young age, in order to make the elephants 
submit. Any elephants which engage in unnatural 
behaviours, even those as innocent as waving a 
paintbrush, have likely been through this process, 

known as “the crush”. Any experience where 
elephants are performing for audiences by crossing 
tightropes or playing soccer should, therefore, be 
avoided.

Watch out for sharp bullhooks
One of the ways in which an elephant is broken or 
reprimanded is through the use of a sharp bullhook. 
This large metal hook is used to stab the elephant, 
often in tender areas, to instil a fear of humans and 
make it more compliant. Any elephant experiences 
which make use of sharp bullhooks are likely coercing 
the elephants to behave unnaturally and should, 
therefore, be avoided. 

Make sure the elephants have access to the 
environment
In the wild, elephants spend most of their day foraging 
because their primary diet is of leaves and grasses, 
which are very low in nutrients. In captivity, bananas, 
sugarcane and other fruits often supplement their 
diets, which essentially amounts to elephant junk 
food. An ethical elephant camp will give the elephants 
access to the natural environment for most of the day 
so that they may adequately forage. 

Tourism is what allows Thailand to maintain a large 
population of elephants since there are inadequate 
wild spaces for them to live, so it is an important part 
of this species’ conservation.

All elephant experiences organised through 
Diethelm Travel are ethically responsible and support 
elephant conservation. Our 3-Day Elephants in the 
Wild private tour outside of Chiang Mai even allows 
you to visit and ‘glamp’ in the elephants’ natural 
habitat, marvelling at the magnificent creatures while 
allowing them to still thrive in natural surroundings. 

For more information, please contact us at 
sales@diethelmtravel.com

ethical elephant experiences
SEE AND SUPPORT THAILAND’S INCREDIBLE ELEPHANTS

DIETHELM CARES

sustainability and sanctuary 
AN ECO-FRIENDLY TOUR TO THE TONLE SAP & PREK TOAL BIRD SANCTUARY

Not far from the temples of Angkor, in the 
heart of Cambodia, lies the great Tonle 
Sap lake. Covering up to 12,000 square 
kilometres during the peak of the rainy 

season, the Tonle Sap is the largest freshwater lake 
in Southeast Asia and designated by UNESCO as a 
Biosphere Reserve due to its extraordinarily rich 
ecosystem.

Connected to the Mekong River, each year during 
the rainy season the flow of the mighty Mekong 
rises until it forces the Tonle Sap River to reverse its 
course creating an exceptional natural cycle unique to 
Cambodia.

The Tonle Sap lake, in turn, swells and floods the 
surrounding forests, attracting millions of fish to 
spawn in this fertile environment and myriad water 
birds to call the area home. 

While the region is known for its wildlife, its local 
communities are just as intriguing. As far as anyone 
can remember, fishermen have lived on the ‘Great 
Lake’ in balance with nature, settling in stilted villages 
along the shores or gathering in floating villages to go 
with the flow.

A visit to Tonle Sap, its floating villages and wildlife 
sanctuaries, makes for an eye-opening day trip from 
Siem Reap, especially when done in a way that’s eco-
friendly, sustainable and socially responsible. 

Osmose, a non-profit NGO working in 
conservation, environmental education and 
sustainable development, runs a variety of integrated 
ecotourism projects that both help protect the local 
flora and fauna as well as offer alternative livelihoods 
to the local communities through opportunities in 
guiding, paddling, creating water hyacinth handicrafts 
and protecting the nearby waterbird colonies.

The organisation also manages tours to the region, 
introducing travellers to both the natural wonders and 
home connections.  

Tonle Sap Day Trip with Osmose
Begin the day-long excursion (8-9 hours) by driving 
to a fishing village near Siem Reap, and boarding a 
private boat. 

Cruise for up to 90 minutes through the unique 
floating villages of the Tonle Sap to the Biosphere 
Reserve of Prek Toal. Observe the natural splendour 
of the country as well as the centuries-old lifestyle 
of the inhabitants of the lake. The knowledgeable 
Osmose guide will share all about the ecosystem and 
habitats of the local flora and fauna.

Once at the Bird Sanctuary, discover the incredible 
variety of water birds, including endangered species 
such as storks, pelicans and ibises, spending time bird 
watching while drinking a tea or coffee. (Note that the 
best time to visit the bird sanctuary is from October – 
March.)

Next, upon arrival at Prek Toal floating village, 
visit the water hyacinth handicraft workshop, for 
the opportunity to spend time with the women of 
Saray Tonle, a water hyacinth handicraft cooperative, 
learning how to weave a souvenir of the trip! 

After lunch in a community restaurant, hop in 
a traditional Khmer paddle boat and head deeper 
into the village to discover how the local community 
has adapted to their floating and ever-changing 
environment. Visit a family who lives in a floating 
house to observe the local customs and talk with 
the host about the differences they face living on 
the water and then continue to visit the village’s 
crocodile farms, fish farms, floating gardens: a unique 
opportunity to see a unique way of life.

Before cruising back to Siem Reap, stop at the 
Environmental Research Station and go up on the roof 
to enjoy an amazing panoramic view of the village.

For more information on sustainable Tonle Sap tours, 
please contact dt_cambodia@kh.diethelmtravel.com

a different kind of 
wildlife in Siem Reap:
Apopo HeroRATS

Even if you don’t like rats, you can’t help 
but be in awe of the little creatures from 
APOPO. Affectionally called HeroRATS, 
these incredible animals are trained to 
sniff out landmines so they can be cleared 
safely and effectively. 
 At the new visitor centre in Siem Reap, 
guests can go on an hour-long and learn 
about the lifesaving work being done 
by these trained rats. During the tour, 
APOPO’s representatives – professional 
de-miners – demonstrate equipment used 
to work on minefields and how the detect 
then clear the mines. The highlight of the 
tour is a demonstration by two de-miners 
from APOPO and the famous HeroRATS 
trained to sniff out mines. After the tour, 
you can visit the café and learn more 
about APOPO’s work, mine problems in 
Cambodia and watch informational films 
related to the subject. 
 At present, APOPO offers two types 
of tour tickets. The first includes all of the 
activities described above. The second 
ticket includes the tour described above 
and also gives you a chance to handle the 
rats themselves on an artificial minefield 
wearing full anti-mine protective gear, 
giving you a chance to understand what 
mine clearing work is like in action. On top 
of that, you can see where the rats live and 
take a photo with them. 

For more information on the APOPO 
Visitor Centre in Siem Reap, please contact 
dt_cambodia@kh.diethelmtravel.com
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3 ways to see Siem Reap 

DID YOU KNOW

EXPLORE THE TEMPLE OF ANGKOR AND MORE FROM A MOTORBIKE SIDECAR

The magical Angkor ruins can be explored 
many ways. Most often, you’ll see curious 
visitors slowly cycling bikes through the Angkor 
Archaeological Park or getting a bumpy ride 

from the back of a motorbike rickshaw. Those who wish 
for a smoother drive and more protection from the 
elements may choose an air-conditioned car with driver. 
Now, however, there’s a new way to explore Siem Reap 
and beyond with an added sense of style – by sidecar!  
 Classic-looking motorcycles with attached sidecars 
allow guests to discover Siem Reap in a particularly 
memorable manner. These three unique tours pick 
guests up from their hotel and whisk them away to parts 
unknown.

The Jewel Temples of King Jayavarman VII
Explore the lesser-known but still magnificent temples 
built by King Jayavarman VII in the second half of the 
12th century by a classic motorbike and sidecar on 
an exclusively Diethelm Travel experience. Historians 
generally consider King Jayavarman VII the most 
powerful and influential of the Khmer monarchs. One 
inscription tells us, “He suffered from the illnesses of 
his subjects more than from his own; the pain that 
affected men’s bodies was for him a spiritual pain, and 
thus more piercing.” 
 After getting picked up at their hotel, guests 
embark on a memorable experience to discover some 
of Angkor’s smallest yet remarkable temple ruins. One 
of the stops along the journey will be Preah Khan, which 
translates to “Holy Sword” in Khmer. Located in the 
Angkor Archaeological Park and still largely unrestored, 
it shares similarities with the more famous Ta Prohm, 
covered in vegetation with trees seeming to swallow 
the ruins. Next, Kro Ko, which means “the shed of the 

oxen”, is a single tower monument with two enclosing 
walls built of laterite with an entry tower at the east 
and a moat with steps. There is a library built of laterite 
and sandstone opening to the west on the left of the 
interior courtyard. 
 From there, the small and charming Neak Pean 
features a collection of five unique ponds with distinct 
features. Some historians believe that it represents 
Anavatapta, a mythical lake in the Himalayas with 
waters thought to cure all illnesses, and was originally 
designed for medical purposes. The ancient Khmer 
believed that bathing in these pools would balance a 
person’s elements and cure diseases based on the 
Hindu belief of balance with four connected pools 
representing water, earth, fire and wind.
 Finally, the experience ends with a stop at Ta Som. 
Little is known about the purpose of Ta Som temple, 
but it may have been dedicated to the King’s father or 
one of his teachers. Ta Som was swallowed up by the 
jungle until the 1930s, when it was cleared out enough 
for visitors to access the site, but left in its mostly 
unrestored state. Ta Som depicts both Hindu and 
Buddhist icons, as the official Angkor religion switched 
back and forth over the centuries.

Pearaing Wildlife Conservation and Bird Sanctuary  
After hopping in the sidecar, guests zip southwest out 
of Siem Reap toward Wat Pren Pagoda, passing through 
beautiful countryside and vibrant rice fields. Upon arrival 
at the Pearaing Wildlife Conservation and Bird Sanctuary, 
ride through the swamp forests before hopping on a 
small boat and taking a trip around the dam and famous 
Tonle Sap to view various species of birds and herds 
of water buffalo. During the relaxing 4.5-hour journey, 
visitors also learn how the community is working to 
preserve the local environment.

Northwest Tour of Siem Reap
Guests have the opportunity to marvel at the remains of 
a pre-Angkorian temple, visit an active local pagoda and 
market for a taste of daily life, stop a renowned silk farm 
and more on this enticing excursion. After being picked 
up by a sidecar-bike at their hotel, guests ride northwest 
through Siem Reap to arrive at Svay Romiet Pagoda and 
the West Baray. Here they’ll ride along the water’s edge 
of the 11th century reservoir towards West Mebon and 
the 8th century ruins of Ak Yom Temple. The next stop 
is Artisans d’Angkor’s Silk Farm for a guided tour of the 
farm and production of silk. Afterwards, a stop at Pouk 
Market offers a glimpse into the local life and community 
found on the outskirts of Siem Reap before riding back 
to the hotel through the countryside via Pouk Pagoda 
and Krabi Reil.
 
Learn more about these unique sidecar getaways by 
contacting us at dt_cambodia@kh.diethelmtravel.com
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Street food is practically a religion in Southeast 
Asia, and while Kuala Lumpur is no stranger to 
delicious and affordable eats on the go, a new 
food truck scene has seriously upped the ante.

Opened just a few months ago, TAPAK is a collection of 
the finest up-and-coming food trucks in the city. This 
urban street dining concept parks nightly with the view 
of the glimmering Petronas Towers and can be reached 
within a 5-minute walk from the towers.
 With at least 15 food trucks to choose from on any 
given evening, the variety of flavours and cuisines to taste 
is enough to make any foodie giddy with excitement. It's 
no wonder TAPAK has fast become popular with locals 
and visitors alike. 
 Sample Malaysian favourites like spicy fried ayam 
goreng rempah and char kway teow noodles, or go for 
western classics like juicy burgers or beef nachos drizzled 
with cheese. You can even try kimchi quesadillas, a food 
truck classic popularised by the now-famous LA original, 
Kogi BBQ food truck. 
 The small serving sizes are easy on the wallet and 
also ideal for trying a little of everything. Don't forget to 
stop by one of the many drinks stands to quench your 
thirst with a sweet Thai iced tea or a fresh mango shake.

 Open seven days a week, this street-style al fresco 
dining venue offers ample tables and seating along with 
a family-friendly atmosphere. On Fridays and Saturdays, 
live music heightens the fun vibe and the trucks stick 
around till late, making this the perfect place to start your 
evening with a group of friends, or an ideal stopover on 
the way home from a night out.
 With new TAPAK outlets planned for Batu Caves 
and Taman Greenwood, you can expect food trucks to 
become a new staple of the Malaysian street food scene. 
Check out the original on your next trip to Kuala Lumpur 
and find out what the fuss is all about.

Address: 
2A Persiaran Hampshire, Hampshire Park (Off 
Jalan Ampang), 50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Opening hours: 
Sunday to Thursday from 18:00 - midnight 
Friday and Saturday from 18:00 - 3:00 hours
Contact us:
inbound@my.diethelmtravel.com

fast facts

FOODIE TIPS

feasting on the street
KUALA LUMPUR’S FAVOURITE NEW PLACE FOR STREET FOOD IS FUN AND FLAVOURFUL

Ingredients: for 5 servings

•    2 pounds firm white fish fillets
•    1 tbsp minced garlic and shallots
•    1 tbsp turmeric powder
•    1/3 cup fish sauce
•    3 tbsp granulated white sugar
•    3 tbsp vegetable oil
•    1/3 cup cornstarch
•    1 bunch fresh dill and green onions
•    rice vermicelli 
•    chopped peanuts
•    sesame rice paper

Mam Nem Sauce
•    1 tbsp vegetable oil
•    1 tbsp minced lemongrass
•    8 oz finely chopped pineapple
•    half a bottle of Mam Nem
•    2 tbsp granulated white sugar

1. Cut the fillets and marinate with 
turmeric powder, garlic, shallots, fish 
sauce, sugar and vegetable oil for at least 
one hour.
2. Fill a small pot with vegetable oil and 
heat on high. Coat the fish fillets with 
cornstarch, dust off the excess and fry.
3. In a small saucepan, heat up the oil 
on high to prepare the sauce. Saute the 
lemongrass until fragrant and add the 
pineapple then saute until it is softened. 
Add the mam nem and sugar. Mix well.
4. Prepare a bowl of noodles and then 
transfer the cooked fish and dill to the 
noodles. Add chopped peanuts, crumbled 
sesame rice crackers and a ladle of sauce.

In every Vietnamese meal, you’ll find several 
main features: the ubiquitous bowl of rice, fresh 
vegetables, broth or soup-based dishes, eye-
pleasing presentations and delicious dipping sauces. 

Additionally, the distinctive flavours of Vietnamese 
cuisine harmoniously combine five basic condiments 
including spicy (embodying metal), sour (wood), salty 
(water), sweet (earth) and bitter (fire). With a subtle 
blend of aromatic herbs, fresh vegetables, meats and 
a selective use of spices, Vietnamese food is not only 
quite unlike any other food in Southeast Asia but is also 
regarded as one of the region’s healthiest cuisines. 
 Hanoi is famous for local delicacies like pho, bun cha, 
cha ca and ca phe trung. These dishes are served at both 
the humblest street vendors and the most luxurious 
restaurants while in Vietnam’s capital city.

PHO
This simple soup consists of a steamy broth, fresh rice 
noodles, a sprinkling of fresh herbs, and chicken or 
beef. Featured predominately in the local diet, a bowl 
of steamy pho is cheap, tasty and widely available at all 
hours, though often enjoyed as a morning meal.
Sample a bowl of this tasty soup at these tried and tested 
restaurants: 
• Pho Thin, 13 Lo Duc Street, Hai Ba Trung District
• Pho Ga Mai Anh, 32 Le Van Huu Street, Hai Ba Trung  
 District

BUN CHA
Bun cha is a combination of small grilled patties of 
seasoned pork and slices of marinated pork belly 
cooked over a charcoal fire until charred and crispy. The 

succulent morsels are served with a large bowl of a broth 
that’s heavily seasoned with fish sauce, a basket of herbs 
and a helping of rice noodles. Bun cha is the top choice 
when it comes to lunchtime in the capital. Hanoi’s most 
famous bun cha outlet is:
• Bun Cha Dac Kim, 1 Hang Manh Street in the Hoan  
 Kiem District

CHA CA 
Savour a satisfying lunch of cha ca, sizzling chunks of 
grilled fish served on a hot pan tableside. Seasoned with 
garlic, ginger, turmeric and dill, the fish is eaten together 
with baked dry pancakes. Enjoy topping it with fennel and 
roasted peanuts, then dipping everything in mam nem 
(shrimp sauce) or fish sauce. Sample a cha ca at these 
tried and tested restaurants:  
• Cha Ca La Vong at 32 Luong Van Can Street in the  
 Hoan Kiem District
• Head to Duong Thanh Street, also in Hoan Kiem
 District, to find plenty of affordable cha ca   
 restaurants

CA PHE TRUNG
If you’re having coffee in the morning, why not slurp 
down breakfast as well? Ca phe trung or Vietnamese egg 
coffee is a northern Vietnamese drink that is similar to a 
cappuccino. Instead of milk foam, egg foam is made from 
light and whipped egg yolk and condensed milk. The 
frothy mixture is then added to brewed coffee. Find this 
rich, creamy drink at the famous cafe:
• Ca Phe Giang, 39 Nguyen Huu Huan Street in the  
 Hoan Kiem District 
• Ca Phe Giang, 106 Yen Phu Street, Tay Ho District

RECIPE

how to make 
cha ca

voracious Vietnam
FOUR MUST-TRY MEALS IN HANOI AND WHERE TO FIND THEM
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BHUTAN
5-DAY DRAGON KINGDOM EXPERIENCE

Discover some of the most sacred Buddhist 
monasteries and temples in the Himalaya.
Hike up to the famous Taktsang Monastery, 
perched on a cliff 900 metres above the valley 
floor. Traverse beautiful landscapes from lush 
valleys to dense forests. Visit many cultural 
attractions including medieval fortresses 
(Dzongs), markets and museums.

Book this 5-Day Dragon Kingdom Experience 
with Diethelm Travel Bhutan and receive 2 
complimentary sets of local souvenirs. 
 
Promo code: GDKE05

HONG KONG
1 FOR 1 AIRPORT TRANSFER

Special SIC airport transfer pricing available for two 
persons for the price of one. 

Validity: Now – 31 October 2018
Promo code: 2FOR1SICTRF
Terms & conditions: As per general contract 

LAOS
Enjoy one complimentary cooking class at Rosewood’s 
Royal Cooking Class when booking 2 nights each at 
these three hotels:
Rosewood Luang Prabang, Four Seasons Tented Camp 
Golden Triangle and Mekong Kingdoms.

Total of 6 nights must be confirmed to receive this 
offer.

Validity: Now – 31 October 2019
Book by: Now – 31 October 2019
Promo code: DTWEBPROMO
Terms & conditions: As per general contract 

MALDIVES
DIETHELM TRAVEL SPA CHOICES 

Dhigufaru Maldives
• 25% off all spa treatments
• Minimum nights 7 nights stay required
Validity: Now - 31 January 2019

Fushifaru Maldives
• One complimentary 60-minute spa treatment
• Minimum nights 7 nights
Validity: 11 May – 30 September 2019
Book by: 31 March 2019

Promo code: DTWEBPROMO
Terms & conditions: As per general contract 

MALAYSIA
20% OFF CONTRACT RATES AT 
THE ST. REGIS LANGKAWI

Situated on the southern tip of the Langkawi 
Island, The St. Regis Langkawi is nestled between 
centuries-old rainforest and glimmering beach 
views of the Andaman Sea. Promising unparalleled 
relaxation, immerse yourself in 5-star luxury resort 
living complete with an oasis-like pool and luxury 
private beachfront access. With 85 suites and 
four overwater villas, experience our exquisite 
signature Butler Service, serene spa quarters, 
luxury service and more.

Validity: Now – 31 March 2019
Book by: Now – 31 March 2019
Promo code: WHEOFF20
Terms & conditions: As per general contract 

CAMBODIA
EXCLUSIVE OFFER AT ANANTARA ANGKOR 
RESORT

• 10% discount from FIT Wholesale contract rate
•  20% discount for minimum of 3 nights 

consecutive stay

Added benefits:
• Foot ritual, welcome drinks and cold towel upon 

arrival
• Experience Butler service
• Sunset cocktails hour
• Tuk tuk transfer to city centre
• Personal mobile phone
• Complimentary minibar
• Daily fresh fruits

Validity: 1 April – 31 October 2019
Promo code: DTWEBPROMO
Terms & conditions: As per general contract 

CHINA
10% OFF 6-DAY SHANGHAI AND BEIJING 
METROPOLIS TOUR

Receive 10% off the entire tour cost plus:
• Complimentary tickets to an acrobatic show in 

Shanghai and Kung Fu show in Beijing 
• Free upgrade of two lunches to a la carte meals 
 
Validity: 1 December 2018 - 7 January 2019 and 12 -28 February 
2019
Book by: 28 January 2019
Promo code: CNPROMO
Terms & conditions: As per general contract  
This promotion cannot be combined with any other promotions

SPECIAL OFFERS
MYANMAR
DISCOUNTS AT VILLA INLE RESORT & SPA

• 20% discount for two nights
• 25% discount for three or more nights 
• USD 10 discount spa coupon
• 1 time limited minibar free
• Starting from USD 108 per person per night 

inclusive of breakfast 

Validity: All new bookings now until 15 October 2019
Promo code: DTWEBPROMO
Terms & conditions: Minimum 2 persons and as per general 
contract 

SINGAPORE
WELLNESS AND GOODNESS FOR EARLY BIRDS
SIX SENSES DUXTON SINGAPORE
 
• Book 24 days prior to arrival and enjoy special rates 

from SGD 730 per person on twin-share basis
• Experience sound frequencies created by singing 

bowls to restore your energy flow and bring about 
a state of well-being. Complimentary yoga sessions 
are offered twice a week at the petite urban park 
behind the hotel including singing bowl meditation

• Available community-based wellness activities 
include appointments with a reputable traditional 
Chinese physician who has over 40 years of 
experience. The experience includes consultative 
conversation with recommendations of remedies to 
improve overall wellness

Includes:
• 2-night consecutive stay
• Daily breakfast 
• Return airport transfer on private car basis
• Half-day Private Cultural Enclave Experience with 

exclusive guide 
• Free WiFi
• Complimentary late check-out until 18:00 hours

Validity: Now - 31 March 2019
Book by: Now - 31 March 2019
Promo code: WWDTWG21BB-B   
Terms and Conditions: As per contract

SRI LANKA
13% OFF CONTRACT RATES

Marino Beach Colombo offers guests the best of Sri 
Lankan hospitality and spectacular ocean views. The 
star-classed property offers various levels of Deluxe 
accommodation and  facilities, including restaurants, a 
roof-top garden and roof-top infinity pool. 
 
Applicable for Superior (with Partial Sea-view), Deluxe, 
Premium, Signature (Direct Sea View), Signature Plus, 
Premiere Suite and Signature Suite rooms on a BB 
basis. Applicable on Single, double and Triple room 
allocations. 

Validity: Now – 15 December 2018
Promo code: SPOHC03
Terms and Conditions: As per contract

VIETNAM
LAN HA BAY YEAR-END PROMOTION 2018 
AT 10% DISCOUNT

Vessel: Ginger Heritage Line 
2-Day 1-Night Hidden Worlds

• Promotion is subject to availability 
• Promotion is applicable for Junior Suite & 

Signature Suites (Double/Single) only
• Discount is applied on cruise package net rates 

for new FIT bookings
• Booking has to indicate promotion code: 

LB18-S090
• Promotion is not combinable with other offers 

(except Year-End Promotion Mekong 2018)

Cruising period: Now - 30 September 2019
Booking by: Now - 31 December 2018 (excluding 24 & 31 December 
2018)
Promo code: LB18-SO90
Terms and Conditions: As per contract

THAILAND
EXCLUSIVE FOR DIETHELM TRAVEL ONLY - 
COMPLIMENTARY DINNER FOR TWO AT
RAYA HERITAGE CHIANG MAI

Enjoy a complimentary set dinner (not including 
beverages) at Khu Khao restaurant for 2 persons 
when staying a minimum of 3 consecutive nights.
  
Validity: Now – 30 April 2019
Blackout period: 21 - 25 November 2018
20 December 2018 - 10 January 2019
2 - 10 February 2019
Promo code: DTDINNER   
Terms and Conditions: As per contract

PHILIPPINES
FREE NIGHTS AT EL NIDO RESORTS PALAWAN!

EL NIDO RESORTS LAGEN ISLAND

• 5+1: Stay minimum 5 consecutive nights 
get the 6th night for FREE! 

Validity: Now – 31 April 2019 (except peak dates)

4+1: Stay minimum 4 consecutive nights get 
the 5th night for FREE!

Validity: 1 May – 31 October 2019
Promo Code: DTGPH_ENRLI

EL NIDO RESORTS PANGULASIAN ISLAND: 

• 5+1: Stay minimum 5 consecutive nights 
get the 6th night for FREE!

Validity: Now – 31 October 2019 (except peak dates)
Promo Code: DTGPH_ENRPI

Terms and Conditions: As per contract
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When it comes to events, Vietnam offers an 
undeniable excitement factor. With an array of 
historical and modern venues that are as culturally 
interesting as they are beautiful, there are amazing 
options to suit any occasion. 
 As one of the first foreign-owned travel 
companies in Vietnam, Diethelm Travel Vietnam’s 
deep connections and knowledge of this incredible 
country ensure a flawlessly orchestrated event. 
Diethelm Travel Vietnam also lives up to the expected 
values of being a Swiss company. We pride ourselves 
in attention to detail and – from general logistics to 
the finest details – we go above and beyond what’s 
expected to provide experiences of a lifetime.  
 Additionally, we are uniquely positioned to give 
international buyers first-hand experience of the 
country’s incentive activities that ‘money can’t buy’ 
with: 
• Flexible group sizes: There is no group too big – or 

too small – for the Diethelm Travel Vietnam MICE 
experts to take and we’ve handled everything from 
intimate C-level teams to massive groups of more 
than 1,000 attendees.

With more than 20 years 
working in the tourism 
industry, Diethelm Travel 
Vietnam’s Managing 
Director, Jeff Redl’s, 
experience in guiding, 

operations, sales, marketing, business 
development and MICE management uniquely 
position him and his team to offer Journeys 
of Lifetime - whether for individual travellers 
or corporate teams. Read on for his take on 
organising tailored MICE events in Vietnam. 

• Unlimited creativity: One’s imagination is the 
only limit when organising options available for 
group events. If you can dream of it, we can do it. 
Whether you’re looking for upmarket facilities in 
either the city or country, want to create authentic 
local experiences or are seeking unforgettable 
accommodation, putting together the perfect MICE 
package to suit individual needs and interests is 
made easy with Diethelm Travel Vietnam.

• Logistics: We operate with specialised MICE teams 
in each of our destinations to ensure that every 
event has our undivided attention and is executed 
without complication.

An event to remember
Recently a large multinational corporation approached 
Diethelm Travel Vietnam to assist with the logistics, 
accommodation and entertainment activities of their 
visiting delegates. 
 This group’s journey culminated with an 
impressive gala dinner organised at a communal 
house in the outskirts of Hanoi where the compound’s 
courtyards, gardens and interior offered a scenic 
Vietnamese experience. More than 50 villagers took 
part in a welcome procession escorting the group to 
the venue, which was carefully designed to transport 
guests back in time and provide an insight into life 
in 19th century Vietnam. A bamboo house, local 
market and farm were constructed around the central 
communal house, which was then decorated and used 
for the dining area as paths, the courtyard and market 
were beautifully lit by lamps and torches. 
 Upon arrival, a dancing dragon and lively band 
greeted guests at the entrance while waitresses 
dressed in traditional Vietnamese ao ba ba female 
uniforms served welcome drinks and farmers 
worked and sang folk songs in the field. Throughout 
the evening, guests could try traditional hands-on 

MICE made easy in Vietnam
CREATIVITY AT ITS BEST

MICE

crafts such as pottery making, coconut leaf folding 
and calligraphy. Guests also had the chance to meet 
with local Buddhist monks and receive a traditional 
blessing. Authentic Vietnamese cuisine was freshly 
prepared and cooked right in front of guests at several 
cooking stations while, during dinner, the group was 
entertained by a well-known Vietnamese folk musician 
who plays unique bamboo musical instruments of his 
own invention. 
 For the evening’s finale, the guests were invited 
to join in during the mua sap, a bamboo pole dance 
where a 4/4 beat is played out with bamboo poles and 
members of the delegation try and skip through the 
poles without getting trapped. 

Contact our specialist MICE team at 
sales@vn.diethelmtavel.com to learn more about how 
we can help you pull off your own customised and 
memorable event.

What the Client Had to Say
“I have been working with Jeff and his team for 
my previous conference and accommodation 
requirements for around 18 months now and they 
never fail to deliver excellent results. My brief is 
responded to immediately and from working with 
Diethelm Travel Vietnam on a few projects, they 
really understand what we are looking for the various 
different occasions. I receive a number of different of 
options suiting my requirements along with a brief 
summary of each which I find most helpful. 
 They are professional, prompt and always willing 
to help wherever possible. As well as locating the 
venue, they also carry out the liaison with the venue 
for any other related arrangements. It makes life a lot 
easier having just one contact to deal with from start 
to finish.
 All in all, our guests had a great time and are 
still talking about the nice and exciting time they 
had together. I would highly recommend Jeff and the 
Diethelm Travel Vietnam team for any conference/
accommodation requirements you may have and 
I’m looking forward to working with them on future 
projects.”

- Annette B., marketing director at a German 
pharmaceutical company

       Unique venues equipped for large-scale  
       events
The former Police Married Quarters (PMQ) on 
Hollywood Road has been transformed into what is 
quickly becoming the venue of choice for the city’s 
most lavish MICE events. This creative and culinary 
arts hub boasts 1,600 square metres of event space in 
the heart of Central’s SoHo district. 
 For a little extra excitement, Sha Tin and 
Happy Valley Racecourses offer the pageantry and 
excitement of world-class thoroughbred racing both 
offering sweeping views of horse races from private 
boxes that can accommodate up to 80 people. Enjoy 
monitors for up-close viewing, betting facilities and 
guest relations assistance whilst you’re there.
 You can also awaken your delegates’ inner child 
at one of the happiest places on Earth: Hong Kong 
Disneyland. Located on Lantau Island just 30 minutes 
from the city centre and 15 minutes from Hong Kong 
International Airport, Hong Kong Disneyland has three 
elaborately themed hotels, a 1,500-square-metre 
conference centre, and expansive event lawns and 
outdoor function spaces to accommodate an array of 
MICE gatherings.

       A gourmand’s dream
       What better way to cap off a productive workday 
than by treating the team to a memorable meal? Hong 
Kong is a foodie paradise. With an endless supply 
of delectable cuisine served at a plentitude of edgy 
diners, humble hawker stalls and Michelin-starred 
restaurants, Hong Kong is without a doubt one of 
greatest cities in the world to dine in. 

       The Hong Kong Tourism Board proudly offers      
       the Hong Kong Rewards! Programme to its MICE 
delegates. Choose from discounts and privileges, such 
as complimentary cocktail receptions at designated 
hotels, priority seating and welcome refreshments 
at Hong Kong Disneyland, and buy-one-get-one-
free afternoon tea sets at Ocean Park Hong Kong. 
The perks value up to HKD 2,000 in shopping and 
dining discounts, as well as complimentary cultural 
performances. 

       Favourable Connectivity
       Hong Kong is a key aviation hub serviced by more 
than 100 airlines that provide connections to over 
190 locations and major cities worldwide, including 47 
destinations in the Chinese mainland.
  The recently opened 26-kilometre High Speed Rail 
(Hong Kong Section) from West Kowloon to Mainland 
China allows passengers to easily connect to China’s 
national high speed rail network which spans over 
25,000 kilometres. Visitors can travel directly between 
Hong Kong and 44 Mainland China destinations, 
including cities such as Guangzhou, Shanghai, Beijing, 
Xiamen and Kunming.
 Additionally, the expected opening of the Hong 
Kong-Zhuhai-Macau Bridge in the last quarter of this 
year will further enhance Hong Kong’s connectivity in 
the Pearl River Delta region!

       Superb accommodation options
       One of the joys of visiting Hong Kong is staying 
in one of the city’s hotels, which include historic and 
world-famous venues, major international chains and 
unique local brands. Most hotels are concentrated on 
Hong Kong Island and in Kowloon with many boasting 
commanding harbour vistas. In recent years, there 
have been more hotels opening in the New Territories 
and Outlying Islands, some of which offer resort-style 
experiences.

       Modern marvels and traditional culture
       For stunning views of the city, visit the highest 
point on Hong Kong Island, The Peak. The ride to the 
top on the Peak Tram is almost as impressive as the 
views from the Peak Tower’s Sky Terrace 428 viewing 
platform. For a breath of fresh air, stretch your legs on 
a 3.5-kilometre walk on the Peak Cycle Walk.
 Hong Kong’s culture and history are also easily 
accessible for unique team excursions. Experience an 
incredible cultural journey on the 360 Buddhist Walk 
excursion to Lantau Island. It begins with a ride on the 
Ngong Ping Cable Car, which offers panoramic views of 
the island. Then, visit the 34-metre-high Tian Tan ‘Big 
Buddha’, head to the Tai Po Lin Monastery, enter the 
Grand Hall of Ten Thousand Buddhas and stroll down 
the Wisdom Path.

       Naturally blessed
       Even in the heart of the city, you’ll find plenty of 
manicured parks, well-maintained hiking trails and 
even pristine beaches just a short trip away. On Hong 
Kong Island, those who are adventurous enough to 
tackle the trek up to The Peak will be rewarded with 
stunning views of the Hong Kong skyline. There is also 
the gentler Dragon’s Back hike that offers beautiful 
beach scenes. 

       Vibrant business scene
       With more than 1,200 buildings clustered 
together on the tiny island, Hong Kong has the most 
skyscrapers in the world – twice that of its closest 
competitor, New York City! Amongst its iconic skyline, 
there are many places to impress future business 
partners. Visit the Avenue of Stars on the Tsim Sha 
Tsui waterfront, which memorialises stars such as 
Jackie Chan, Bruce Lee and Andy Lau. Alternatively, 
take in breathtaking views of the city from the 
60-metre-high Hong Kong Observation Wheel, which 
offers views of Victoria Harbour from its 42 luxury 
gondolas. For a truly memorable experience, try the 
VIP gondola that has a glass bottom for unimpeded 
views of the cityscape.

From incredible skylines and world-class infrastructure to delicious eateries and an endless variety of attractions, Hong Kong is a top spot for 
conducting business in Asia…especially when mixed with a bit of pleasure during a MICE function. Here’s why.  

8 reasons 
WHY HONG KONG IS THE PERFECT PLACE FOR YOUR NEXT EVENT
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8
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As the Philippines’ national fruit, the mango is 
held in high esteem – even more so after the 
most common variety of mango in the country 
was bestowed the title of the world’s sweetest 
fruit by the Guinness Book of World Records in 
1995.  
 Though called by many names – including 
Manila mango, Ataulfo mango, honey mango and 
champagne mango – the fruit’s sweet aroma and 
even sweeter taste is one of a kind.
 The seasons for mangoes flowering is 
November – February while the mango harvest 
season is from March – June.

fruit of gold

Situated in the heart of the Philippine 
archipelago, an exclusive Diethelm Travel 
experience allows travellers to explore 
stunning Iloilo on a 5-day voyage inviting them 

not only into the Philippines’ colonial past but on a 
culinary journey to discover the region’s sweetest 
eats. Throughout the experience, guests walk in the 
footsteps of Spanish missionaries and visit notable 
shrines, churches and monasteries, venture out on 
culinary tours, garden walks and even get the chance 
to harvest some of the sweetest mangoes in the 
world.
 While days one and five are spent arriving to and 
departing from Iloilo, three full days are filled to the 
brim with local discovery. 
 In the morning of the second day, guests embark 
on a tour of the southern side of Iloilo passing 
through the flowers gardens of La Villa de Arevalo 
and the town of Oton. Next, in the town of Tigbauan, 
guests visit the only church in the country built in a 
Latin American Churrigueresque style known for its 
stunning interior stone murals. From there, it’s on to 
Guimbal town with a beautiful plaza and imposing 
yellow sandstone church. Before returning to their 
hotel, one more stop in Miag-ao town gives guests the 
opportunity to see the famous Miag-ao Church, which 
was built in 1706 with a unique façade featuring a 
botanical motif reminiscent of Aztec art. 
 The third day is all about island adventures 
starting with a boat ride to Guimaras Island. After 
trekking uphill through tropical forest and remote 
villages, guests stop at Bukit Shrine and enjoy a 
breathtaking panoramic view of the Iloilo Strait. 
Afterwards, a visit to a Trappist monastery offers the 
chance to see monks performing daily tasks including 
producing mango jams and other delicacies. Lunch 
today is enjoyed at a tropical fruit plantation followed 
by plenty of time for swimming and relaxing at the 
beach before returning to Iloilo.

 Day four is a culinary dream starting with a tour 
of La Paz where the famous Filipino dish batchoy 
(a soup made from chicken stock, pork offal, pork 
cracklings and round noodles) originated. From there, 
it’s on to Jaro’s Millionaire Row with its grand colonial 
houses, followed by Casa Mariquit, a 200-year-old 
ancestral house of the wife of the late Vice President, 
Fernando Lopez Senior. After taking photos at the 
270-year-old Jaro Belfry, guests can taste Pa’an’s Pan 
de Sal baked in a century-old stone oven as well as 
the streetside snack bibinka, a type of rice cake, that 
is enjoyed by local churchgoers. Lunch at the Central 
Market offers an opportunity to witness a live cooking 
demonstration of Ilonggo heritage recipes as well as 
the chance to try tablea de baitrol, a Filipino-style of 
hot chocolate, and fried ibos, deep-fried rice patties 
served with muscovado sugar and tablea chocolate 
dip. 

For more information on this exclusive offering, please 
contact sales@ph.diethelmtravel.com

the quest for the golden mango
HISTORY, CULTURE AND CUISINE IN ILOILO

EXCLUSIVE TOUR

Stay at a prime riverfront location minutes from Hoi An Ancient town. Retreat to 
the newly renovated and lavish split-level rooms and suites.
Discover authentic Vietnamese flavours as you surrender to relaxation on the 
banks of Thu Bon River. Visit art space, a new addition to the art and dining scene 
of Hoi An featuring innovative menus, woodfired pizzas and artworks from local 
artists. 

LIFE IS A JOURNEY.

1 Pham Hong Thai Street, Hoi An City, Quang Nam Province, Vietnam

Lagen Island Pangulasian Island
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Many know Sri Lanka as a top destination for 
both cultural travel and natural safaris, but 
few realise how spectacular and diverse its 
art scene is. Now Diethelm Travel Sri Lanka 

allows visiting art aficionados the unique opportunity 
to join local contemporary artist Michael Anthonisz on 
an art tour of Colombo to discover the iconic works of 
George Keyt, Harry Pieris and other famous artists of Sri 
Lanka while visiting the city's most notable galleries and 
museums. 

Meet the Artist
Originally from Galle, Anthonisz has stoked his artistic 
passion from an early age, even going to Cora Abraham 
Art School as a child. He didn’t dedicate himself to 
his craft, mainly sculpting and painting, however until 
more recently, though his works have been exhibited 
throughout the country since the 1980s. Over the years, 
Anthonisz’s paintings have spanned from portraits to the 
surreal using a variety of mediums including charcoal, oil 
paints and watercolours. 
 His understanding of Sri Lanka, combined with his 
artistic knowledge and even relationships with some 
of the greats, like the late Geoffrey Bawa, make him a 
particularly interesting guide with which to discover the 
country’s art scene. 

EXCLUSIVE TOUR

Get a sneak peek of Colombo’s quirky 
and unique sites by tuk tuk! The expert, 
English-speaking driver guides of Suba 
Gaman manoeuvre their tuk tuks with 
ease through the city all while sharing 
interesting insight into Colombo as well 
as some of their own personal stories. 
In the native Singhala tongue, suba 
gaman means “happy journey”, which is 
exactly what this fun 3- to 4-hour private 
experience is! 

Throughout the journey, explore the 
city’s hidden nooks and crannies while 
stopping at historic sites including:

• The President’s House

• Grand Oriental Hotel

• 19th century colonial buildings

• Harbour Restaurant

• St. Anthony’s Church

• Wolvendaal Church

• Dutch Colonial era buildings

• New Hans Square

• Old Town Halls Museum

• Post Office

• Fort Railways

• Galle Buck Lighthouse

more to see in Sri 
Lanka…by tuk tuk!

A Curated Experience
Exclusive to Diethelm Travel, the day tour begins at the 
Colombo National Art Gallery situated in Cinnamon 
Gardens near many of Colombo’s other important sites 
such as the National Museum of Colombo and Town 
Hall. From there, the experience can be customised to 
fit guests’ individual preferences ensuring stops at the 
galleries that most interest them. 
 From popular galleries to unexpected places, the 
tailored tour stops at a range of art-filled locations 
throughout Colombo and can include:
 John Keells Holdings Office – Offices where the 
George Keyt Foundation is located with several works on 
display from Keyt and other Sri Lankan and international 
artists.  
 The Sapumal Foundation Gallery – A gallery with 
a permanent collection featuring significant works of 
the Colombo '43 Group, a school of modern mid 20th-
century painters established in 1943 in Sri Lanka.
 Paradise Road Gallery – A delightful gallery-cum-
restaurant housed in the former office of world-
renowned architect Geoffrey Bawa. 

For more information on this exclusive offering, please 
contact us at sales@lk.diethelmtravel.com

Formerly a Sri Lankan swimming champ, coach and then a corporate finance figure, Michael 
Anthonisz’s road to becoming a full-time artist has been a winding one. While the talented 
painter and sculptor’s work was chosen by the late architect Geoffrey Bawa in 1991 for a 
breakout exhibition, he dabbled in the art world for years before fully committing to his craft. 
Now a respected contemporary artist in Sri Lanka, Michael also manages to find time to meet 
with Diethelm Travel guests in Colombo helping them uncover the country’s unique art scene and 
experience some of Colombo’s greatest galleries.    

art of Sri Lanka
EMBARK ON AN EXCLUSIVE ART APPRECIATION TOUR WITH MICHAEL ANTHONISZ

Of course, your guide will help point you 
in the right direction while at the 798 Art 
Zone, but with so much to see and do it’s 
smart to do a little research beforehand 
and have an idea of which shops, galleries, 
workshops and cafes you don’t want to 
miss. These are some of our favourites:

• 798 Space – The largest in the district 
located in one of the old factories. The 
space is so well-preserved that some of 
the original painted factory slogans are 
still visible. 
• 798 Photo Gallery – The first gallery in 
China dedicated solely to photography. 
• Shenji Cai Guan – A popular 
restaurant serving gourmet Shanghainese 
fare that’s owned by a local who grew up 
in the area. 
• Faurschou Foundation Beijing –
A Danish-run gallery that features 
exhibitions of internationally acclaimed 
contemporary artists and pop culture 
icons such as Andy Warhol and Yoko Ono. 
• Old Factory – A cool Italian restaurant 
housed, as the name suggests, in one of 
the district’s old Bauhaus-style factories. 
• Zhu Bingren Art Museum – A museum 
showcasing Shandong artist Zhu Bingren’s 
copper and bronze sculptures.

where to go at 798 Art 
Zone

ART ZONE

In the bustling city of Beijing, there’s always some 
new, weird or wonderful to discover…if you know 
where to go! Art and design lovers can’t miss the 
city’s 798 Art Zone near Nanluoguxiang Hutong, 

the oldest block of Beijing. 
 What started as a few artists and designers 
setting up shop in an abandoned military factory 
due to the cheap rent has turned into a dynamic 
warehouse of galleries, art studios, design companies, 
concept dining, trendy bars and craft shops. This 
is the place to see and be seen by Beijing’s BoBo 
(bourgeois-bohemian community).
 Creating a satisfying juxtaposition, the hip and 
happening 798 Art Zone is located close to one of 
the oldest blocks in Beijing, Nanluoguxiang Hutong, 
in the Gulou, or Drum and Bell Tower, district. Home 
to traditional courtyards, narrow alleys and unique 
souvenir shops, rickshaws weave slowly through the 
hutong where a quieter pace of life is still the norm. 

Beijing Art and Architecture Walking Tour
Diethelm Travel guests can enjoy the artistic side of 
Beijing, discovering the city’s modern art scene while 
also strolling past notable examples of its ancient 
architectural heritage on a full-day walking tour. 
 Guests can explore the sprawling arts district 
at their leisure with the help of the knowledgeable 
guide. Time spent at the zone’s many galleries and 
workshops can be broken up by café stops and lunch 
at a restaurant of their choice within the art district.  
 After checking out the complex, it’s time to head 
to Nanluoguxiang Hutong to wander its narrow alleys 
finding historic homes and shops. Once satisfied with 
strolling and souvenir shopping, guests get a chance 
to try taking public transportation back to the hotel 
with the guide.

For more information on this exclusive offering, please 
contact reservation@cn.diethelmtravel.com

contemporary art & classic architecture 
DISCOVER BEIJING’S HOTTEST ART HUB AND HISTORICAL NEIGHBOURHOOD

PHOTO BY JENNIFER MORROW
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river of life
DISCOVER LIFE ALONG LUANG PRABANG’S RIVERS WITH UNIQUE CRUISES

The charming heritage city of Luang Prabang 
lies at the confluence of the Nam Khan and 
Mekong Rivers. The current of culture here 
flows as deep and strong as the waters, and 

it’s no wonder this former capital of Laos has been 
named a UNESCO World Heritage site. 

With gilded temples, crumbling colonial mansions 
and the stunning Royal Palace, there is timeless 
beauty in the old treasures of this city. Yet Luang 
Prabang is not a place trapped in time, life flows on, 
even if it usually is at a slower pace than elsewhere 
outside this serene bubble.

For a taste of Laos, enjoy a journey through old 
and new, from the city centre to the countryside 
surrounds, propelled by the mighty flow of its 
mother rivers. These river cruises from iMekong can 
be enjoyed separately or together for spectacular 
sightseeing and an experience you’ll never forget.

Alms at Dawn
Days begin early in Luang Prabang as hundreds of 
saffron-robed monks who call the historic city home 
parade through the streets collecting alms and 
dispensing blessings. The city’s many temples remain 
at the heart of daily life and this tradition is truly a 
sight to witness.

Board an early morning river cruise from Luang 
Prabang to Ban Don Kao, watching the landscape 
come alive in the magical light of dawn. Catch a 
glimpse of the monk’s processions from the water as 
you arrive at your riverside destination. 

Your hostess will meet you at the water’s edge and 
guide you to where you will join the time-honoured 
ritual of almsgiving, or tak bat. Learn the history of 
this Buddhist tradition and the significance of earning 
merit, or bun and how these beliefs play a part in Lao 
life.

Sunset Serenity
Alternatively, celebrate the close of another day with a 
spectacular sunset cruise along the majestic Mekong. 
Water is truly the lifeblood of any city and along the 
banks of this mighty waterway, you’ll witness the hum 
of activity that signals the day’s coming to an end.

At dusk, board an all-inclusive river cruise to take in 
the panoramic views from the water. To one side, see 
the bursts of pink, orange and gold as the sun casts 
its grand finale behind scenic hills in the distance, and 
on the other side, enjoy the sight of the city gilded in 
the light of magic hour.

Enjoy chilled Beerlao or a refreshing glass of wine 
along with canapes and other refreshments as you 
relax into your seat and enjoy the sights slowly passing 
by on the riverbank. 

Journey to Mystical Pak Ou
On this journey, you will discover the mystical caves 
of Pak Ou – a liminal space where worlds blend and 
collide.

The world’s tenth longest river and home to a 
biodiverse ecosystem rivalled only by the Amazon, the 
Mekong River offers many gifts to those who live on 
its shores. At the village of Ban Muang Kham, discover 
the tradition of harvesting riverweed, known locally as 
khaipen. This nutrient-rich local delicacy makes for a 
popular appetiser which you can sample on your tour 
of this rural hamlet.

Afterwards, head on to the day’s main event, a 
journey to the fantastic Pak Ou caves, also known as 
Tam Ting. An ancient site of spiritual significance, it is 
here that traditional animist beliefs have merged with 
Buddhist practices in a spectacular way. 

These natural caverns are lined and decorated 
with stupas, shrines, carvings and over 4,000 wooden 
figures of Buddha. A testament to Lao craftsmanship 
through the ages, some of the icons date back a 

hundred years or more, and you will marvel at the 
harmonious blend of manmade construction and 
natural embellishment.

Enjoy lunch on board as you slowly cruise down the 
Mekong back to Luang Prabang.

See the Soaring Kuang Si Falls
For those who are interested in experiencing the 
natural rather than the spiritual, on this day trip 
guests can journey by boat down the Mekong to 
a rural village and visit the spectacular Kuang Si 
Waterfalls.

In the late morning, join the buzz of activity along 
the riverbank and board your boat which will whisk 
you away to the traditional Lao Loum village of Ban 
Sing. The Lao Loum are one of the country’s ethnic 
majorities, and the village is the perfect place to 
discover the essence of Lao life. Wander between 
traditional stilted houses and feast your eyes on the 
beauty of the rural landscape.

From the village, journey overland to see what will 
surely be a highlight of, not just your day’s adventure, 
but your entire Lao visit, the majestic Kuang Si 
Waterfalls. From the jungle-covered hilltops spills a 
crystal clear stream of water which tumbles down 
limestone shelves into aquamarine pools at the fall’s 
base. Swim in these crisp spring waters and enjoy a 
picnic lunch.

Your journey is not yet over, however, travel on 
by road to your last stop of the day, the Pha Tad 
Ke Botanical Gardens. After your afternoon in the 
untamed jungle, enjoy sculptured gardens and the 
many landscapes of Laos, from palm forests to 
bamboo glades, recreated in this botanical park to 
stunning effect.

To learn more about these leisurely river cruises in Luang 
Prabang, contact info@la.diethelmtravel.com

RIVER JOURNEYS

The largest island in an archipelago of more than 
90 islands and islets, Malaysia’s paradisiacal Pulau 
Langkawi is known by beach lovers for its pristine 
sandy shores, turquoise waters, and appealing 
balance of development and rugged beauty. 

A holiday to this tropical exotic haven wouldn’t 
be complete with exploring its surrounds by boat. 
Whether paddling on one’s own or basking in the 
service of a luxury yacht, experiencing Langkawi by 
the sea is sure to stand out in one’s memory.  

Mangrove Kayak Tour
Enjoy the mangroves of Langkawi with a taste of 
adventure and dose of exercise during a 5-hour kayak 
trip. Glide through impressive mangrove forests and 
lush rivers spotting the region’s exotic wildlife, such 
as monkeys, snakes, otters, eagles, other special birds 
and monitor lizards. Starting in the morning to beat 
the heat of the day, it’s best to wear swimwear under 
comfortable clothes for this leisurely kayak paddle and 

don’t forget the camera! (Waterproof bags to protect 
your belongings are included.)

Yacht Day Cruise 
Embark on a journey through Langkawi’s enchanting 
islands sailing on a shared yacht with a friendly crew 
and cruisers. Throughout the day, admire the flora 
and fauna of Langkawi. If you’re lucky, you’ll spot 
monkeys, eagles and even dolphins! We’ll make an en-
route stop to secluded beaches, allowing you to take 
a dip in the sea or walk in the lush forest of Langkawi 
islands. After a satisfying barbecue lunch, relax or 
enjoy the saltwater Jacuzzi on board for a particularly 
unique experience! 

Sunset Cocktail Cruise
Admire the sunset while enjoying cocktails and a 
hearty barbecue dinner with family and new friends. 
A perfect way to finish the day and begin the evening, 
sail on a shared yacht to discover the beauty of 

Langkawi’s tropical islands beneath the pink and 
orange-tinged skies. Enjoy the sea and listen to waves 
without the interruption of noisy engines. The relaxing 
evening also includes a free bar…hooray for a holiday!

Luxury Yacht Charters in Langkawi & Beyond
Those wanting to set sail longer can charter their 
own luxury yacht departing from Langkawi or other 
popular seaside destinations such as Klang, Penang, 
Pangkor Island, Redang Island, Tioman Island and 
more. With vessels equipped with one to eight cabins, 
Diethelm Travel Malaysia can make one’s dream of 
chartering a private luxury yacht a reality, whether 
for a fancy weekend getaway, sailing vacation or even 
special celebration. 

For more information on these boating experiences 
and more, please simply contact us anytime at 
inbound@my.diethelmtravel.com

cruising the jewel of Kedah
3 UNBEATABLE BOATING EXPERIENCES IN LANGKAWI
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discover some of the best books about travelling through Asia 
with these top picks 

Sarong Secrets
by Lee Su Kim

Following the award-winning bestseller 
Kebaya Tales, the vibrant world of babas and 
nyonyas is back in Sarong Secrets. Su Kim’s 
delightful portrayal of Peranakan culture 
– men, women and children going about 
their daily lives – in Malaysia paints a picture 
that both Malaysians and foreigners can 
appreciate. Bursting with wit, humour and 
detail, the 12 stories found in Sarong Secrets 
introduce the reader to unique places, 
moments and experiences of a culture that 
is disappearing all while sharing images 
of the colourful sarongs, accessories and 
artefacts emblematic of Peranakan heritage.

The Tea Planter’s Wife 
by Dinah Jefferies

Set in 1920s Ceylon, 19-year-old Englishwoman 
Gwendolyn Hooper moves from London and 
marries a wealthy tea plantation owner only to 
find that life in Ceylon is more complicated than 
she had imagined. With two-faced neighbours, 
bitter plantation workers and secrets about her 
new husband, a widower’s, murky past coming 
to light, Gwendolyn must choose between her 
duties as a wife and instincts as a mother while 
navigating colonial Ceylon. A beautifully written 
and suspenseful tale involving a colourful cast of 
characters, The Tea Planter’s Wife immediately 
captivates readers making it no surprise that the 
novel is a #1 international bestseller.   

Secrets of the Red Lantern: Stories and 
Recipes from the Heart 
by Pauline Nguyen, Luke Nguyen (Contributor), Mark 
Jensen (Contributor)

Going beyond just sumptuous recipes that 
tickle the taste buds and satisfy the stomach, 
Secrets of the Red Lantern shares insight into 
a Vietnamese family immigrating and surviving 
in Australia thanks to the power of good food 
and shared meals. Pauline Nguyen’s parents 
prepared the recipes found within this cookbook 
– perfected and passed down over many years 
– at their successful Vietnamese restaurant, The 
Red Lantern, using a surprisingly small collection 
of ingredients. 

Sightseeing 
by Rattawut Lapcharoensap 

Set in contemporary Thailand, Sightseeing is 
a varied collection of stories from award-
winning author Rattawut Lapcharoensap 
portraying a different side to the Land of 
Smiles than most visitors see. Diving deep 
into the country’s shifting culture and 
society, which seems to be tied to the past 
as much as it struggles toward the future, 
Lapcharoensap’s tales are ones of family, 
love, locals and foreigners, culture and 
conflicts all shared with exacting detail. 
After finishing Sightseeing, you’ll never see 
Thailand in the same way again.  

MalaysiaVietnam

Sri Lanka Thailand

BEST READS

WWW.I-MEKONG.COM
LUANG PRABANG

FOR THE NOBLE AND SAVAGE IN ALL OF US

A NEW OLD WAY  TO SEE & FEEL A SACRED RIVER
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Here’s a selection of our favourite 
images from Diethelm Travel staff.

1  Cambodia team outing trip at Siem 
Reap 2  Margaux jumping in front of 
Vat Phu temple 3  Sri Lanka team 
exploring Colombo’s culture 4  Audley 
team exploring The Mud House 5  
Vietnam team biking around Yen Duc 
village 6  Vietnam team enjoying cooking 
class  7  Vietnam team on Ninh Binh 
educational trip 8  Sarah in Cable Car 
at Langkawi Island, Malaysia

9  Malaysia team in Sukua for a FAM trip 
and visited Kinabatangan Wetlands Resort 10  
FAM trip group at Shangri-La Tanjung Aru 
sunset bar 11  Malaysia FAM trip group at 
Sepilok Orangutan Rehabilitation Centre
12  Diethelm Malaysia company outing at 
Ampang super bowl 13  Orawan in cheerful 
traditional Peranakan clothing at Phuket Old 
Town 14  Natthakan in Tai Lue clothing at 
BanThi Lamphun 15  Diethelm Travel Thailand 
donating LED rechargeable head touches and 
camping lamps to Khao Yai National Park 
16  Siprang and Wipanee in ao dai dress at 
Halong Bay 17  Welcoming Diethelm Travel 
Kuala Lumpur and Sabah team to Bangkok! 
18  Diethelm Travel Myanmar group photo 
19  Myanmar team at Death Railway in 
Thanphyuzayat
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Unduvap Poya

Sri Lanka
Celebrates the arrival of the Bo tree 
sapling in Anuradhapura, brought by 
Ashoka’s daughter, Sangamitta.

12-16
JANUARY
2019

5
APRIL
2019

20
MARCH
2019

22
DECEMBER
2018

Khmer New Year Day

Cambodia
Cambodia grinds to a halt during New 
Year, drawing families together from all 
across the country into a celebration 
that turns wet and wild on the third 
day.

The Double Ninth Festival

China 
The Double Ninth Festival, also known as 
Chongyang Festival,  is held on the ninth day 
of the ninth lunar month.

Hari Raya Haji/ Eid al-Adha

Malaysia, Singapore, Maldives  
Philippines, Sri Lanka
Also known as the “Festival of the Sacrifice”  to 
commemorate the willingness of Ibrahim (also 
known as Abraham) to follow Allah’s (God’s) 
command to sacrifice his son Ishmael as a test 
of his faith.
11-12 August 2019: Malaysia, Singapore, 
Maldives, Philippines
12 August 2019: Sri Lanka

Tadau Kaamatan Festival

Malaysia
Kaamatan or Pesta Kaamatan is a form of 
harvest festival celebrated annually in the state 
of Sabah, Malaysia. It is normally celebrated by 
the ethnic Kadazan-Dusuns, as well as by other 
related ethnic groups in the state, and lasts for 
the whole of the month of May, ending with a 
public holiday on the 30–31 May.

Pchum Ben Day

Cambodia 
Pchum Ben, the Khmer Festival of the 
Dead, is actually the culmination of a 15-day 
observance called Dak Ben, throughout 
which Khmers are encouraged to visit at least 
seven pagodas to make offerings to dead 
ancestors and light candles to guide the 
spirits of the dead to these offerings.

Masskara Festival 

Philippines
The festival that made Bacolod famous began 
as an event to inspire the locals to face the hard 
times with a smiling face, thus masks with smiling 
faces are worn by revellers who join the parade. 
Participants engage in street dancing, drum 
beating, drinking, eating and just being merry.

Wangdue Phodrang Festival

Bhutan
Wangdue Tshechu is a 3-day festival of mask 
and folk dances founded by the 4th Temporal 
Ruler of Bhutan.

Asahna Bucha Day

Thailand
This holy day commemorates the Buddha’s 
first sermon in Benares and the founding of the 
Buddhist sangha. Temples will be packed, as 
locals go to pray and be blessed by monks. 

Birthday of Buddha

Hong Kong
The Birthday of the Buddha (Siddhartha 
Gautama, the founder of Buddhism), also called 
the Buddha Bathing Festival, is one of the most 
spiritual and unique festivals celebrated in Hong 
Kong.

13-15
APRIL
2019

APRIL
2019

12-13
MAY
2019

30-31
MAY
2019

27-29
SEPTEMBER
2019

OCTOBER
2019

7
OCTOBER
2019

5-7
OCTOBER
2019

16
JULY
2019

Boun Ma Kha Bu Saar (Full Moon) 

Laos
This religious festival is celebrated at 
temples and wats across the country. The 
biggest celebrations take place at Wat 
Phu in Champasak. This festival marks 
the day when Buddha delivered a speech 
to some 1,250 monks with chanting, 
candles and processions.

The Luang Prabang Film Festival 

Laos
The Luang Prabang Film Festival  is 
one of the largest regular non-religious 
events in Laos, and the only major 
festival in the world that solely focuses 
on Southeast Asian cinema.

19
FEBRUARY
2019

7-12
DECEMBER
2018

Lim Festival

Vietnam
The most iconic aspect of the Lim 
Festival is Quan Ho singing, a significant 
Vietnamese folk-song type which was 
listed by UNESCO as an intangible world 
cultural heritage in early 2010.

Qingming Festival

China
Qingming is the second of 24 solar 
terms on the traditional Chinese solar 
calendar. It is also a time for people to go 
outside and start enjoying the greenery 
of spring.

Kakku Pagoda Festival

Myanmar
On the full moon day alms offering is 
carried out by the native Pa-O people 
dressed in their traditional black out fits. 
There is also a festival market.

Water Festival

Thailand, Myanmar, Laos
13-15 April 2019 - Songkran Festival
13-16 April 2019 - Thingyan Water 
Festival
14-16 April 2019 - Boun Pi Mai Lao

Naga New Year Festival

Myanmar
Filled with tribal dances, bonfires and 
sporting events, this festival sees 
members of the Naga tribe wear their 
traditional dress, enjoy rice wine with 
roasted meats, and spend time reunited 
with loved ones.  

17
FEBRUARY
2019

AUGUST
2019

2018 - 2019

Binara Full Moon Poya Day

Sri Lanka
Commemorates the Buddha’s journey to 
heaven to preach to his mother and other 
deities.

14
SEPTEMBER
2019

FESTIVALSAMANPULO

amazing amanpulo

In the unspoilt Cuyo archipelago, 360 kilometres 
southwest of Manila, rests one of the most idyllic
retreats in the world. Amanpulo, meaning 
'peaceful island', offers its quests the tranquillity 

and the sensory spectacle of powder-soft sands, 
warm azure waters and a pristine coral reef that is 
home to myriad of marine life including hawksbill and 
green sea turtles.
 Amanpulo is the undisputed jewel of the 
Philippines and one of the most beloved destinations 
for the well-travelled in search of a naturally romantic 
setting for weddings and honeymoons. Embracing 
the entire private island of Pamalican, it is a haven 
for those looking for an opportunity to escape and 
reground themselves in a tropical wilderness.
 General Manager Audeline Witjaksono welcomes 
each guest as a family friend, and recommends 
morning scuba dives filled with discovery, light and 
fresh lunches at the iconic Beach Club, meditative 
walks along the white sands that encircle the island, 
sunset cocktails onboard the floating Kawayan Bar, 
and a spectacular barbecue dinner right on the beach.
 For its 25th anniversary, the resort is unveiling 

the Amanpulo Kite and Surf Centre, which combines 
expert personailsed coaching with the perfect natural 
environment for kitesurfing. Many other watersports 
are also offered.
 The thrill of wind and watersports is contrasted by 
the calming Aman Spa, where a wide range of holistic 
wellness experiences await to elevate a mere holiday 
into a transformational retreat.
 Amanpulo also satisfies discerning palates with 
authentic farm-to-table dining experiences courtesy 
of its organic gardens, and with the exquisite dishes of 
Aman's signature restaurants Arva and Nama.

Make Your Escape
A truly exclusive escape, the private island paradise is 
only accessible by private plane. From the Amanpulo 
Lounge hangar at Manila airport, guests embark 
on a 70-minute privately scheduled flight admiring 
stunning views of tropical mountain ranges and 
turquoise seas before arriving on the remote island.

To start planning your Amanpulo experience, please 
contact sales@ph.diethelmtravel.com

A PRIVATE ISLAND RESORT IN PALAWAN
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Written by Diethelm Travel’s expert teams located across Asia, the semi-annual Diethelm Discovery Magazine is an inspirational resource filled 
with Asia travel tips as well as plenty of information on new products, special offers and unique experiences available for travellers looking for 
Journeys of a Lifetime. The complimentary print and digital magazine is specially designed to support Diethelm Travel’s agents and partners with 
advice on where to go, promotions and exclusive services. 

To subscribe, visit www.diethelmtravel.com/inspiration or contact marketing@diethelmtravel.com to request a copy

stay in the know!
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DIETHELM TRAVEL’S MANY CLIENT RESOURCES

Discovery
fashion
discover haute couture in Hoi An

family traveladventurous family holidays can be easier than you think

discovernew frontiers in Myanmar and China

go localfind your calling as a Cambodian Fisherman

Discovery
go local
magnificent Mandalay 
cycling trip

family travel
why Asia is one of the world’s 
best destinations for all ages

diethelm 
moments

creating a ‘wow’ factor

crossing countries
new networks across the continent open up to connect Asia

Discovery
go local
learn where to explore, eat and play across Asia

an insider lookat Southern Vietnam

how to shop responsibly in Asiasnag unique souvenirs while supporting artisansbeyond the seasand under the sea in the Maldives and Hong Kong

Discovery
exclusive 
cycling
Asia’s rural regions are often 

best explored on bicycle 

world wonders
explore Asia’s diversity through 

its heritage sites

national parks 
splendour

the most scenic place to 

visit in all of Thailand

journeys of a lifetime
ensuring the utmost comfort for all guests

DON’T MISS OUR 
NEWSLETTERS
Regular country-specific email newsletters are 
sent straight to your inbox each week featuring the 
most recent information on Destination Updates, 
Product Updates, Awesome Deals from Diethelm 
Travel to help you stay up to date on regional 
travel news and make the most of Diethelm Travel 
offerings.  
 Additionally, our monthly themed lifestyle 
newsletters go beyond product news exploring 
different destinations’ culture, cuisine, history and 
travel hotspots to provide a well-rounded view of 
the 13 Asian countries Diethelm Travel operates in. 
Past themed newsletters have included top 5 lists 
and insider foodie info for a fun and helpful look at 
how to experience the best of Asia.
 To subscribe, fill out the email form at 
www.diethelmtravel.com/inspiration

PARTICIPATE IN OUR 
WEBINARS
Diethelm Travel’s complimentary 30-minute 
webinars focus individually on our 13 countries. 
Hosted by our expert product managers and 
managing directors, each themed session shares 
important travel advice and insider tips featuring 
the information, tools and support agents need to 
successfully position and sell the destinations and 
products. Each instalment is saved and available 
online after the scheduled session. Coming up:
• November 2018 – Discover China’s cultural 
destinations of Chengdu, Suzhou and Hangzhou.
• February 2019 – Gain local insight on hiking 
and island experiences outside of Hong Kong.
• March 2019 – Learn about what’s new in 
Bhutan and the practicalities of travelling in this 
unique country.
 Sign up now on our website!

REGISTER TO 
‘MY DIETHELM’
Now you can access an exclusive agent section 
of our website specially designed to provide you 
with comprehensive information, resources and 
updates available 24/7.  

Called ‘My Diethelm’, the online hub features 
curated content from our various country offices 
allowing you to easily stay up to date on new 
products and promotions, many of which are only 
available through Diethelm Travel. The content is 
also designed so you can more fully explore and 
understand different Asian destinations from the 
convenience of your computer to better guide and 
serve your clients.
 To access ‘My Diethelm’, please visit
www.diethelmtravel.com/agent-registration to 
register or contact sales@diethelmtravel.com 
with questions.

We all really enjoyed our tour of Vietnam 
(especially Danang and Hue) and the 
credit for that goes to you. You made it 
all the more enjoyable and interesting 
for us – we can never, ever forget you!

Hannah

I wanted to pass on thanks from my 
family who recently travelled to Vietnam 
and Cambodia returning last weekend. 
Everything was perfect and not one small 
thing could we could complain about. 
 As you see, I am a realist having 
travelled a long time ago to Indochina 
but your arrangements were top level. 
Please pass on my thanks to all your staff 
involved. 

Ursula Schinz

My husband and I recently spent a few 
days in Hanoi with Pi as our tour guide.
We would like to take this opportunity 
to commend her and the driver for 
excellent service.
 We will be recommending your 
agency to all our friends back home!

Maxine Cohen

The client is having the trip of a lifetime 
and thank you to you and your team for 
making it all happen, and for taking such 
good care of them.
 We are following their Facebook 
pictures and everything looks incredible.
 I think before they departed South
Africa, the combined stress of the
December season and the client feeling
let down by not getting a specific
train journey was a lot, but I said to him 
personally that while he is on the trip, 
he won’t even be thinking about it and 
everything will be perfect. And so it has 
been.
 Thank you very much. It is highly 
appreciated.

David van den Heever-Liebenberg

what people say about us
YOUR COMMENTS

I wanted to send an enormous and well-
deserved thank you to each of you. This 
was a tough trip and it could not have 
been done without you. The execution 
of each day was flawless, thanks to all 
of your hard work behind the scenes to 
make it all happen.
 The guides were excellent in each 
city, transportation and the drivers were 
perfect – luxurious and most importantly 
on-time and safe drivers, luggage, vans 
and porters, VIP services, along with 
all the smaller details such as waters/
umbrellas, etc. that did not go unnoticed 
and certainly not unused – it was HOT! 
  The guides’ professionalism, 
expertise, and knowledge of each city 
made this trip excellent. There were 
many times where additional requests 
were made, almost everyday, and 
the guides were there to offer their 
recommendations as well as assistance. 
It certainly made for a memorable and 
unforgettable trip to Southeast Asia. 
  It was such a pleasure working with 
you all and I truly look forward to working 
with you again in the future. Please do 
let me know should you need anything 
additional from me at this time.

Shannon Ries
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2
1  Longstanding local connections

Whether it’s staying with hill tribes in Myanmar or diving into Hong Kong’s fantastic 
food scene, we’ve spent the past 60 years nurturing our local connections, expert 
services and deep understanding of each destination we operate in so guests come 
away with authentic experiences they cannot find anywhere else. 

2  Buying power
As the one of the most significant buyers of FIT product throughout the region, we can 
offer highly competitive rates along with low margins ensuring the rates you receive are 
the best in your market. 

3  Personalised journeys
Diethelm’s holistic approach to pricing, operation management and unique offerings 
means each experience is tailored to clients’ needs making travel dreams come 
true. From designing a personalised cultural insight tour to organising a private jet, 
our creativity and handcrafted itineraries always offer unforgettable ‘Journeys of a 
Lifetime’.

4  Customer obsessed
Everything we do, we do for you. From offering exclusive agent FAM trips to 
understanding the importance of quick turnaround times, we specialise as a B to B 
operator and have all the tools in place to ensure your staff not only understand 
our products but also how to best convert sales.

5  24/7 worldwide service
We’re there for you whenever, wherever with multilingual concierge teams at all 
destinations available 24/7. 

6  Passionate staff 
As Asia’s leading inbound tour operator, we owe our success to our passionate team 
in 13 different countries. From sales staff to on-the-ground guides, every member of 
our dedicated team is well trained, experienced and proactive in making your travel 
dreams a reality.

7  Peace of mind
Sit back and relax - we can handle everything. All of Diethelm’s award winning offices 
across Asia are fully licensed and insured. Additionally, health and safety are top 
priorities throughout all excursions ensuring adventures that can safely be enjoyed 
by all.

8  Responsible, sustainable travel 
Travel well while doing good. Through ongoing efforts in supporting not only our staff 
and communities we work in, but also initiatives involving environmental, cultural 
and animal conservation, we’re dedicated to seeking and providing responsible, 
sustainable business practices and travel experiences. 

9  Innovative products 
We don’t settle for just tried and tested tours but continually create new products 
and services showcasing the best experiences in a region and adding value to all 
products.

10 Cutting edge technology
Take advantage of our online booking system for flawless trip planing and 
management. The reservation system provides clients unparalleled access to 
streamlined booking capabilities for hotels, transfers, excursions and holidays.

reasons to book with 
Diethelm Travel 

DMC services in 13 countries

23 fully owned and insured offices

Bhutan | Cambodia | China | Hong Kong | Laos | Malaysia | Maldives | Myanmar | Philippines | Singapore | Sri Lanka | Thailand | Vietnam
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J ourneys of a lifetime

PHILIPPINES
23/F, Pacific Star Building, Makati Avenue,  
Cor. Sen Gil Puyat Avenue, Salcedo Village,  
Makati City 1200, Philippines
T +63 2 988 5000 
E sales@ph.diethelmtravel.com

SINGAPORE
190 Middle Road, Fortune Centre,
#16-05, Singapore 188979
T +65 6737 7885
E info@sg.diethelmtravel.com

SRI LANKA
Colombo
Level 06, Hemas House,
75 Braybrooke Place, Colombo 2, Sri Lanka
T +94 11 231 3131
E sales@lk.diethelmtravel.com

THAILAND
Bangkok (Headquarter)
140/7, ITF Tower (8th floor), Silom Road, 
Suriyawong, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand
T +66 2 782 7000
E info@diethelmtravel.com

VIETNAM
Hanoi
Suite 1701, HCO Building 44B,
Ly Thuong Kiet Street, Hanoi, Vietnam
T +84 24 3934 4844
E info@vn.diethelmtravel.com

Ho Chi Minh City
Room 3A, 62B Pham Ngoc Thach Street,
Ward 6, District 3, Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
T +84 28 3914 1509
E info@vn.diethelmtravel.com

SALES
Bangkok (Headquarter)
140/7, ITF Tower (8th floor), Silom Road, 
Suriyawong, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand
T +66 2 782 7000
E sales@diethelmtravel.com

MARKETING & PR
Bangkok (Headquarter)
140/7, ITF Tower (8th floor), Silom Road, 
Suriyawong, Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, Thailand
T +66 2 782 7000
E press@diethelmtravel.com

be in touch
BHUTAN 
Yarkay Complex, P.O. Box 107 Norzin Lam,
Thimphu, Bhutan
T +975 2 336 611
E bhutan@diethelmtravel.bt

CAMBODIA
Phnom Penh
No.3, 2/F, Sophy & Sina Building,
Street 240, PO Box 99,
Phnom Penh 12207, Cambodia
T +855 23 219 151
E dt_cambodia@kh.diethelmtravel.com

Siem Reap
House No. 030, Krouse Village,
Svay Dangkum Commune,
Siem Reap 17000, Cambodia
T +855 63 963 524
E dt_cambodia@kh.diethelmtravel.com

CHINA
Xian
Suite 902, Building D, Fortune Centre, Gaoxin Sanlu, 
Xi’an Shi, China, 710075
T +86 29 6851 0590 / +86 29 6851 0579
E reservation@cn.diethelmtravel.com

HONG KONG
Kowloon
Unit A-C, 22/F, 8 Hart Avenue, Tsimshatsui,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
T +852 2739 3822
E operation@hk.diethelmtravel.com

LAOS
Vientiane
Phonsinuan Village, Phonsinuan Road,
Rue Burichane, Unit 20, Sisattanak District,
Vientiane, Laos
T +856 21 262 058
E info@la.diethelmtravel.com

Luang Prabang
Ban Vat Nong, District, Luang Prabang, Laos
T +856 20 9619 3264
E info@la.diethelmtravel.com

Pakse
Ban Thaluang, Pakse Champasa Provice, Laos
T +856 31 212 596
E info@la.diethelmtravel.com

MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur
Box 28, Wisma Selangor Dredging,
9/F, South Block, 142-C Jalan Ampang,
Kuala Lumpur 50450 Malaysia
T +60 3 2715 7878
E inbound@my.diethelmtravel.com

Sabah
8-12, 8/F, Menara MAA,
Lorong Api - Api 1, 88800 Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah, Malaysia
T +608 8 266 353 / +608 8 263 353
E sabah@my.diethelmtravel.com

Sarawak
Lot 257, 2/F, Jalan Chan Chin Ann,
Kuching 93100, Sarawak, Malaysia
T +60 82 412 778
E sarawak@my.diethelmtravel.com

MALDIVES
Malé
4/F, Henvery Megma Sikka Goali, Malé, Maldives
T +960 330 9762 / +960 330 8761
E carmen.k@mv.diethelmtravel.com

Malé (2)
2/F (east), STO AIFAANU Building, Malé, Maldives
T +960 300 6913 / +960 300 6914
E howard.b@mv.diethelmtravel.com

MYANMAR
Yangon
No. 6, Kyaung Street, Off Kanbae Road, Yankin 
Township, 11081 Yangon, Myanmar 
T +95 9 955 456 556
E leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com

Bagan
Bagan Airport Road, 
Aung Myay Tha Quarter Nyaung Oo Town, 
Bagan, Myanmar
E leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com

Inle 
65 (A) Kannar Street, Win Quarter, Nyaung Shwe,
Southern Shan State, Myanmar
E leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com

Mandalay
9/17, Block 795, 24th Street, Aung Myay Tharzan 
Township, Mandalay, Myanmar
E leisure@mm.diethelmtravel.com

Until next time...
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